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Abstract

In this thesis, ultrasound pulse transit time measurement techniques are applied to aquaculture, specifically to measure the intramuscular fat in salmon muscle tissue. The main advantages of this technique are that it is noninvasive and that it uses low-cost components.

Fat in salmon muscle exists as oil dispersed throughout the tissue. Therefore, a phantom was built to empirically model a dispersed fat system. The phantom was a mixture of low-fat milk and high-fat double cream. By varying the quantities of each component, the fat level of the phantom could be controlled. A trend of increasing speed of sound and attenuation with fat content was observed. From velocity measurements at a single temperature, it was possible to predict the fat content of the mixture to within ±1.5% fat.

A measurement system was created to measure the sample thickness and the speed of sound through a sample at the same time. Velocity and attenuation measurements were made on fifty samples of salmon muscle tissue containing two distinct fat ranges. A trend of decreasing speed of sound with fat content was observed. Further measurements were taken on twelve more samples and compared to the results of chemical fat analysis to determine the strength of the correlation between fat content and speed of sound through the samples. Again, a trend of decreasing speed of sound with increasing fat content was observed ($r=0.73$, $n=12$). This trend was not as strong as that observed for the phantom due to natural variation in the structure of the tissue. A conclusion drawn from this part of the research is that it may be possible to group the data into “high fat”, “medium fat” and “low fat” categories. Attenuation measurements proved too dependent on muscle structure to yield a correlation between attenuation and fat content.

Ray-tracing techniques were used to model the propagation velocity of a wavefront travelling through a single salmon sample. The model provided an insight into how variations in temperature, fat content, myoseptum thickness and myosepta configuration affect measured velocity.

This thesis provides an insight into how ultrasound velocity measurement may be used to assess the fat content of salmon white muscle tissue. It also
provides a starting point for future work in which these techniques may be combined with a vision system to enable similar measurements on live fish.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

“I know the human being and fish can coexist peacefully.”
- President George W. Bush, September 29, 2000

Agricultural meat production is becoming increasingly subject to quality control. One area in which few techniques are currently available to provide this is fish husbandry. The salmon industry has struggled for years to find a reliable nondestructive method for evaluating fish quality.

The fat content is a particularly important indicator of the condition of the fish because of the overwhelming importance of fat as an energy reserve for reproduction [1, 2, 3]. Many fish naturally accumulate very large body reserves of energy by generating intramuscular fat in the form of oil in relation to their breeding cycle. Molecular genetic breeding programmes are being developed to produce salmon with more uniform and more controlled flesh oil levels. Such programmes depend on a rapid, accurate and above all noninvasive method of determining fat levels in fish.
There exists a variety of different methods for determining levels of intramuscular fat in fish, but the only standardised methods involve destruction of the fish so that chemical testing may be performed. A percentage of the fish stock must be sacrificed for such measurements. There is currently no reliable nondestructive system on the market that can perform such measurements. It was hoped that ultrasound pulse transit time techniques could be applied to aquaculture to provide a low-cost noninvasive way to measure quantitatively levels of intramuscular fat in salmon. Ultimately the technique could be part of a system to monitor fish to improve the efficiency and quality of fish husbandry as part of a more automated fish farming industry.

1.1 Fat Content Determination Methods

One definition of a "lipid" is a hydrocarbon compound in which the hydrogen and carbon atoms are linked in a long chain [4]. Lipids can also be defined in terms of their solubility in a solvent [5]. Fatty acids are derived from lipids. They are classified as either "polar" lipids or "nonpolar" lipids. This means that the lipids are either soluble or insoluble in water depending on the ionic groups present.

The most abundant nonpolar lipids in salmonids are triacylglycerides, which constitute more than 90% of the total lipids. Phospholipids are the
most abundant polar lipid group in salmonids. They constitute approximately 6% of the total lipids [5].

Several methods exist to measure the total fat content within fish muscle. All of these methods can be classified as “destructive” or “nondestructive.” Destructive methods mainly involve lipid extraction and measurement. Non-destructive methods attempt to measure the quantities of lipids in situ.

1.1.1 Destructive Fat Determination Methods

Destructive fat determination methods involve solvent extraction of lipids from a homogenized sample. Solvent properties play a role in determining how much fat is extracted from a sample. The types of lipid extracted are dependent on the dielectric constant of the solvent used. For example, methods using diethylether, whose dielectric constant is 4.3, extract only nonpolar lipids. However, methods using methanol, whose dielectric constant is 32.6, extract both nonpolar and polar lipids [5]. Total lipid content of a sample is determined by weight after removal of the solvent.

The Soxhlet method is the most widely used nonpolar lipid extraction method. This method involves drying the sample for a period of approximately seventeen hours in an air oven, or approximately four hours in a vacuum oven, at 100°C. Then, nonpolar lipids are extracted from the sam-
ple for eight hours using petroleum spirit or diethyl ether. This is followed by evaporation of the solvent and finally weighing of the extracted lipids [6]. The exact procedure for this extraction method has been standardised by the Association of the Official Analytical Chemists [7] and the British Standards Institution [8]. Because nonpolar lipids constitute approximately 90% of the total lipid content in fish, this method is often used to make an approximation of the overall lipid content of a fish sample [9].

Polar lipids are only extractable by the use of polar solvent mixtures. These mixtures are capable of extracting all the lipids within a sample [10]. The Bligh and Dyer method [11] uses a mixture of chloroform and methanol to extract both polar lipids and nonpolar lipids. It has been used previously to evaluate the total lipid content of fish muscle [5]. In this method, the homogenised sample is diluted with chloroform, methanol and water. This separates the mixture into two layers; the chloroform layer containing all the lipids and the methanolic layer containing the nonlipids. The lipids are then extracted by isolating the chloroform layer [11].

The Werner-Schmid method (also known as the Schmid-Bondzynski-Ratzlaff method) is similar to the Bligh and Dyer method and has been used to measure the fat content of fish muscle. It involves first dissolving the protein in a sample in concentrated hydrochloric acid. The lipids are then extracted using diethyl ether and petroleum ether. Again, the total quantity of lipids
in the sample is ascertained by weighing the fat residue after evaporation of
the solvents [12]. This method extracts both polar and nonpolar lipids.

Other methods exist which extract all the nonpolar lipids but only some of
the polar lipids within a sample. The ethylacetate method is the Norwegian
reference method for the determination of the fat content in fish. This method
has been shown to yield a total lipid measurement between that expected
from the Bligh and Dyer method and from the Soxhlet method. This is
because ethylacetate does not extract all the polar lipids present in a sample
[5].

All of the methods mentioned above require skilled operators in order
to obtain accurate results. They are also time-consuming [9]. Numerous
machines have been developed to reduce the time required for the Soxhlet
method. However, the Soxhlet method is still considered to take too long
[6]. Therefore more rapid methods have been developed. Rapid destructive
methods commonly make use of automatic analysers capable of simultane­
ously determining the quantities of more than one component. A widely used
system is the CEM Meat Analysis System. The CEM analyser is designed
to perform rapid moisture and fat determination on a wide range of meats.
It consists of two instruments. One is the “automatic volatility computer”.
This is a moisture and solids analyser with a microwave drying system linked
to an electronic scale and a computer. The other instrument is the fat ex-
traction unit, consisting of an automatic extraction system and a solvent recovery system. It uses dichloromethane for lipid determination [6]. The performance of the CEM analyser in comparison to the Soxhlet method has been studied for meats. Crossland and Bratchell [6] concluded that the CEM consistently underestimated the lipid content in both raw meat and sausages when compared to the Soxhlet method. The unit has not been tested on fish.

1.1.2 Nondestructive Fat Determination Methods

Nondestructive methods aim to minimize damage to the sample exterior, while maintaining accuracy of measurement. Near-infrared reflectance (NIR) is a rapid nondestructive method for determining fat and moisture contents of whole fish. A good correlation ($r^2=0.97$) has been found between fat measurements on Atlantic salmon using NIR and fat measurements using the Soxhlet method [5]. The principle behind NIR is that chemical bonds are able to absorb light of specific wavelengths. A sample is illuminated by monochromatic light from a lamp that scans through wavelengths in a range from 1100nm to 2500nm [13]. The light is partially reflected by the sample. The amount of reflected light depends on which chemical bonds are present in the sample. It is possible to calibrate the amount of reflected light to the lipid content present in the sample. Destruction of the sample and the
performance of chemical testing is required for calibration.

The procedure requires little preparation of the samples. This is because there are no chemical reactions which must take place, as with the destructive methods. The fibreoptic probes must be placed on both sides of the fish under examination [14]. Lee [15] used fibreoptic NIR probes placed at three different positions on a rainbow trout to measure lipid content. A major disadvantage of using NIR analysis for fish tissue is interference from water bands within the fish. These bands can interfere with important spectral features [15]. To overcome this, most NIR techniques require that the fish first be freeze dried. This means that the technique cannot be used on live fish.

The Torry Fish Fatmeter is a hand-held device that was developed by the Torry Research Station of the UK Ministry of Agriculture. Its operation is based on the fact that the fat content of a fish is inversely proportional to its water content [16]. The Fatmeter uses a microstrip microwave sensor that is sensitive to the water content of the fish. The instrument converts the response of the sensor into a displayed percentage of fat. This is achieved using stored calibration data to internally measure against the sensor input.

Some of its advantages include the ability to operate equally well on live, dead and defrosted fish. It can potentially be used to determine quickly the fat content of large numbers of fish. Its developers claim an accuracy rate of
near 95% if calibration is done correctly [16]. However, users report a general lack of accuracy in measurements taken using the device [17]. Skin thickness, scale thickness and residual moisture on the fish surface are known to affect results [5].

Ultrasound provides a suitable approach to fat content estimation as it is one of the few methods that can currently be used on live animals with little damage. Texture analysis of B-mode ultrasound images has been reported to be effective in detecting intramuscular fat levels in beef cattle [18]. Nine hundred real-time ultrasound images from ribeye muscles across the eleventh and thirteenth ribs of live beef cattle were collected over a period of four years. It was found that fat deposits within the muscle cause an effect known as “speckle” in which fat appears as bright spots against the dark of the muscle in a B-mode image. Because speckle alters the texture of the image, the percentage of intramuscular fat can be estimated using texture analysis [18].

A computerized system has been developed to detect intramuscular fat through B-mode texture analysis. The success of this system is highly dependent on the nature of fat within beef. Figure 1.1 illustrates this.
In the centre of Figure 1.1, one can see that globules of fat in the muscle appear as white spots in the centre of the image [19]. However, the intramuscular fat in fish is quite different. In fish, intramuscular fat exists as oil dispersed throughout the muscle. There does not exist the same globules of fat which can be seen in Figure 1.1. Increases in fat content of fish muscle have not been shown to produce noticeable increases in the speckle content of a B-mode image.
Figure 1.2: B-mode image of a salmon fillet.

Figure 1.2 was taken using a HP Sonos 5500 ultrasound scanner manufactured by Agilent Technologies, which is now a part of Philips Medical Systems. It shows that the tendons within salmon muscles show up as thin white lines in the image. These features will further inhibit texture analysis on B-mode images from salmon muscle. Thus, image analysis does not seem like a viable method for detecting intramuscular fat in fish.

1.2 Contributions of the Thesis

This section describes the principal contributions made by this thesis. Other studies have looked at predicting the fat content of salmonid muscle tissue using ultrasound velocity measurements [20, 21]. However, as far as the
author is aware, this is the first study to look solely at salmon and salmon muscle structure. This thesis will show that:

- Pulse transit time measurements can be used to predict fat levels in dispersed fat liquid mixtures.

- Pulse transit time measurements can be used to highlight a trend of changing speed of sound with fat content in salmon muscle tissue.

- Attenuation measurements may be used to detect changes in fat content in dispersed fat liquid mixtures, but not salmon muscle tissue.

- Such measurements need only be made at a single temperature. An appropriate temperature is 10°C. Most previous studies have used temperatures well above 25°C, or have advocated the use of measurements at multiple temperatures.

- It is possible to create a two-dimensional ray tracing model to investigate the effects that the internal structure of the tissue has on velocity measurements.

- It is perhaps unwise to model salmon tissue as an aqueous mixture of tissue components.
1.3 Organisation of the Thesis

Chapter 2 describes the reasons for using the speed of sound and attenuation as parameters for salmon tissue characterisation. It describes the selection of transducers and states the expected system resolution with these transducers. The anticipated ultrasound field using circular single-element transducers is described. The hardware which comprised the measurement system is described in detail as well as the signal processing necessary to extract time of flight and intensity information from the raw data.

In Chapter 3, the measurement system described in Chapter 2 is calibrated using a medical phantom, distilled degassed water and salt water at three salinities. After calibration, a phantom made of mixtures of milk and cream is used to experimentally model a dispersed fat system of several different fat levels. 10°C is shown to be an appropriate temperature at which to take measurements. The phantom is used to find an empirical equation relating fat content to the measured speed of sound. Finally, a block of reticulated foam is inserted into the mixture to simulate tissue-like attenuation.

Chapter 4 explains why muscle samples from certain parts of a salmon will give a better idea of overall fat content than will samples from other parts. It shows the area of a salmon from which samples were cut. Orientation and repeatability experiments are conducted on several salmon samples.
Again, 10°C is shown to be an appropriate temperature at which to take measurements. Ultrasound results from salmon samples are compared to chemical analysis to find a trend relating ultrasound velocity to the quantity of intramuscular fat in a sample.

In Chapter 5, a ray-tracing model of ultrasound travelling through a salmon sample is described. The model output is compared to empirical results from Chapter 4. The model is used to investigate the effects on measured velocity of changing temperature, fat content, myoseptum thickness and myosepta configuration. It also models the effects that individual myosepta have on overall velocity.

Finally, Chapter 6 provides a overview and analysis of the results in this thesis. Conclusions are derived from both the experimental work and the mathematical model. Future work which could improve the reported results is discussed.
Chapter 2

Methods and Materials

Information about the physical composition of a medium may be obtained by propagating low-intensity ultrasound through it and measuring the influence of the medium on the properties of the wave. Two parameters which have been used widely for fat assessment of muscle tissue are the speed of sound and the attenuation. These parameters have been used to provide information about the concentration, anatomical structure and physical state of components of muscle tissue [22].

The equipment needed to measure the speed of sound and the attenuation is generally inexpensive and provides a rapid means of characterising a medium. The measurement system used here was comprised of two transducers, one pulser-receiver and a digital oscilloscope for displaying and storing data. Matlab was used to extract pulse transit time and pulse intensity
information from saved data.

This chapter relates the reasons for choosing the speed of sound and attenuation as parameters for detection of fat in salmon muscle. It also details the measurement system and signal processing algorithms used to collect the time of flight and intensity information from which the two parameters were calculated.

2.1 Ultrasound for Tissue Characterisation

The spatial resolution of an ultrasound system is approximately equal to the wavelength of the ultrasound beam in the medium under examination. Frequency is related to wavelength such that

\[ c = f\lambda \]  

(2.1)

where \( f \) is frequency, \( \lambda \) is wavelength and \( c \) is the speed of sound. In a nondispersive medium, sound waves of different frequencies travel at approximately the same speed; i.e., in such a medium wave velocity is independent of frequency [23]. Greater spatial resolution may be achieved by decreasing wavelength and thus increasing frequency. However, attenuation also increases with frequency [24]. Therefore, the distance over which useful amounts of energy can be propagated decreases as frequency increases.
Most studies investigating the acoustic properties of tissues or tissue components have used frequencies between 1MHz and 15MHz [25, 26]. Those specifically involving the properties of beef or fish muscle other than salmon have used frequencies of 1MHz [27], 1-6MHz [28], 1-5MHz [29], 1.25MHz [30], 2.5MHz [31, 32], 3MHz [33], 3.5MHz [22, 34, 20], 5MHz [35] or 10MHz [36].

In choosing a working frequency, it was important to take into consideration the size of the samples under examination. All of the fish samples varied in thickness, but none was thicker than 25mm. Therefore, it was necessary to choose a frequency which would guarantee that several wavelengths would propagate through a sample. A frequency in the MHz range would guarantee this, as the expected wavelength at 1MHz, assuming an average tissue speed of sound of approximately \(1540\text{ms}^{-1}\) is 1.54mm. The myosepta in salmon muscle are approximately 2mm in thickness. Therefore, a frequency greater than 1MHz should provide better resolution of these features. As mentioned above, increasing frequency will also increase attenuation. Therefore, more energy will need to be put into the system to overcome this. Increasing input amplitude to too great a level could lead to nonlinear effects occurring in the tissue. A frequency of 2.25MHz was chosen because this frequency was seen to provide sufficient spatial resolution while keeping attenuation relatively low.

Table 2.1 shows the expected wavelengths and speeds of sound through
salmon muscle and salmon muscle components at 20°C.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>approximate $c$</th>
<th>$\lambda$ ($f=2.25\text{MHz}$)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Distilled Water</td>
<td>1482 ms$^{-1}$</td>
<td>0.66mm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Salmon Oil</td>
<td>1486 ms$^{-1}$</td>
<td>0.66mm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Salmon Muscle</td>
<td>1556 ms$^{-1}$</td>
<td>0.69mm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Connective Tissue</td>
<td>1729 ms$^{-1}$</td>
<td>0.77mm</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 2.1: Approximate velocities and wavelengths in salmon muscle tissue and tissue components [37, 38, 39].

The data in Table 2.1 is temperature dependent. The speeds of sound through distilled water and salmonid muscle have been shown to increase with temperature [38, 20]. The speeds of sound through edible oils have been shown to decrease with temperature [37, 39]. It is expected that the speed of sound through connective tissue will also decrease with temperature. This is because the speeds of sound through most of the amino acids in the proteins that make up salmon connective tissue have been shown to decrease with temperature [40]. However, Table 2.1 gives an approximate idea of the expected spatial resolution of the system.

2.1.1 Speed of Sound

Measuring the speed of sound has been shown to be a rapid nondestructive method for the characterisation of muscle tissue and tissue components. Specifically, the speed of sound has been used to assess the fat content of beef [31, 29], lamb [41], chicken [42], Atlantic mackerel [43], cod [22], North
Atlantic albacore [28] and whitefish [21]. The speed of sound has also been used to characterise the fats and edible oils which exist in muscle tissue [25]. Moreover, the speed of sound has been measured through combinations of fats, proteins and distilled water in an attempt to predict measured velocities when various fish tissues are insonified [34, 20].

There are various techniques for measuring the speed of sound. Some well-known methods include the sing-around technique, the velocity difference method, the pulse transit time measurement and the multiple echo technique [44, 26].

The sing-around technique involves measuring the number of times a pulse travels backwards and forwards through a medium over a known period of time. If \( n \) pulses are counted per second, then

\[
c = \frac{d}{\left(\frac{1}{n} - \Delta \tau\right)}
\]  

(2.2)

where \( d \) is the distance between transducers and \( \Delta \tau \) is the constant delay associated with each transit of the pulse through the electronics from the receiving transducer to the transmitting transducer [26].

In the velocity difference method, both transducers are mounted on a rig which can be translated horizontally. One transducer is in water, the other is in the medium under investigation. The separation between transducers is fixed. If the velocities in the water and the sample differ, a phase change
occurs in the received signal as the transducer is moved horizontally. With this method

\[ c_s = c_w^2 \left( \frac{1}{f \Delta_z - c_w} \right) + c_w \]  

(2.3)

where \( c_w \) and \( c_s \) are the velocities in the water and in the sample respectively and \( \Delta_z \) is the distance at which a phase change of 360 degrees is measured [26].

The most straight-forward method is pulse transit time measurement. It requires uncomplicated signal processing. With this method velocity is calculated as

\[ c = \frac{d}{t} \]  

(2.4)

where \( t \) is the time of flight of the pulse once through the medium under investigation.

A similar technique to pulse transit time measurement is the multiple echo technique. It uses one transducer and measures the time between the first and third received echoes. Therefore, with this method

\[ c = \frac{d}{(t_{1-3}/2)} \]  

(2.5)

where \( t_{1-3} \) is the time between the first and third echoes. The multiple echo technique has been reported to yield better results than pulse transit
time measurement in nondestructive testing (NDT) applications [44]. This technique was investigated for use here. However, there was a degree of attenuation in the muscle tissue samples such that usable echo data beyond the first echo could not be attained. Moreover, the calibration results in Chapter 3 will show that a sufficient degree of accuracy was attained using pulse transit time measurement with two transducers. Therefore, the multiple echo technique was not used.

Pulse transit time measurement was used to measure the speed of sound because it required uncomplicated signal processing and inexpensive experimental equipment.

### 2.1.2 Attenuation

Reduction of a wave's intensity as the wave propagates is termed "attenuation". Attenuation can be caused by absorption, scattering or reflection of the wave at an interface between media. In complex media, such as tissue, all three of these mechanisms contribute to the overall attenuation [45].

There are three main techniques for measuring attenuation from pulse data [26]. The first involves a signal being propagated through a sample from a transmitting transducer to a receiving transducer. A pulse may also be propagated through a sample from a transmitting transducer to a reflector,
and then back along the same path to the transmitting transducer, which now acts a receiver. In both cases, the attenuation of a pulse may be measured by comparing the amplitude of the received signal to the amplitude of the original input signal. The third method involves transmitting a pulse into a sample using a transmitting transducer which then receives echoes from distributed discontinuities in characteristic impedance within the sample. This makes it possible to measure the rate of decay of echo amplitude with distance. The first of these methods is the one used in experiments described here.

Wells [26] observed that “the major difficulty with all pulse systems of attenuation measurement arises as a result of the frequency dispersive characteristics of most materials, including almost all of biological origin.” This is because short pulses contain energy over a wide frequency spectrum. However, the literature shows that changes in attenuation with fat content have been recorded using short pulses for both milk/cream mixtures and whitefish muscle tissue [21, 46]. This suggests that attenuation may be a supportive parameter in assessing the fat content of salmon muscle. Therefore, attenuation was measured as well. From a practical standpoint, it required no extra effort in terms of data acquisition to measure at the same time as the speed of sound was measured.
2.2 Measurement System

Figure 2.1 shows the complete measurement system used in all experiments described herein.

![Measurement System Image]

Figure 2.1: The measurement system. “A” is the ultrasonic probes, “B” is the pulser-receiver and “C” is the oscilloscope.

In Figure 2.1, “A” is the ultrasonic probes, “B” is the pulser-receiver and “C” is the oscilloscope. Some experiments required equipment to be supplied or developed specifically for that experiment. Such hardware is described in Sections 3.2 and 4.4. Figure 2.2 shows a schematic representation of the system.
A pulse created by the pulser-receiver was used to drive the transmitting transducer. The receiving transducer was connected directly to the oscilloscope. The receiver part of the pulser-receiver combination was not used.

Waveforms were saved to the hard drive of the oscilloscope. The saved files contained amplitude and time scale information about the signals. Data was then transferred to a laptop computer via an Ethernet network connection. Time of flight and attenuation information were extracted from the data using a programme written in Matlab.
2.2.1 Pulser-receiver

The transmitted pulse was produced by a Panametrics 500PR pulser-receiver. It was manufactured by the NDT Division of Panametrics, Inc. of Massachusetts, USA. Figure 2.3 shows the pulser-receiver.

![Figure 2.3: The pulser-receiver.](image)

The pulser is capable of generating a sharp pulse of either 250V or 125V peak amplitude. The rise time of the pulse is approximately 10ns. A 250V pulse drove the transmitting transducer. Signals output from the pulser to the oscilloscope were scaled down to a maximum amplitude of $4V_{p-p}$. Therefore, attenuation calculations assumed an input voltage of 250V.
2.2.2 Transducers

Figure 2.4 shows the typical construction of a transducer probe built for the generation and detection of short pulses [26]. The radiating face of the transducer is protected by a thin matching layer of epoxy resin. The backing material is chosen to have a similar characteristic impedance to that of the transducer and to absorb as much as possible of the energy which enters it. A typical backing material is a mixture of tungsten powder in Araldite. The ultrasonic insulator between the case of the probe and the transducer and backing block assembly minimizes coupling of ultrasonic energy into the case. Such coupling is undesirable because the case is often made of low-loss materials, such as metals, and is likely to ring for some time in response to an ultrasonic transient. Suitable backing materials include cork, rubber and polymers such as nylon [26]. Information on the construction materials of the probes used here was unavailable from the manufacturers.

![Diagram of a typical single-element probe.](image)

Figure 2.4: Diagram of a typical single-element probe.
The transducers used in all experiments described here were two 2.25MHz unfocused circular single-element immersion transducers. Each transducer has a bandwidth of approximately 2MHz, or ±1MHz from the centre frequency. They were manufactured by Advanced NDT Instruments of Worcester, England and Sonatest PLC of Milton Keynes, England. Transducers whose impedances are matched to that of water were chosen because many of the experiments described herein involved sending ultrasound through a liquid. Moreover, salmon muscle tissue is approximately 60% to 75% water. Both probes have an acoustical impedance of approximately 1.49 MRayls.

![Figure 2.5: Two ultrasonic probes.](image)

The piezoelectric transducer elements within the casings pictured in Figure 2.5 are in the form of a disc which is aligned to radiate or receive energy at its plane surfaces. The acoustic field generated by such a source can be divided into the Frénel and Fraunhofer regions. The regions are also called the “near” and “far” fields respectively, due to each region’s proximity to the
transducer face. These regions are illustrated in Figure 2.6 [47].

![Diagram showing regions of acoustic field](image)

**Figure 2.6**: Axial view of the acoustic field from a plane circular single-element source.

Acoustic energy propagates as a plane wave in the Fresnel region. This gives the beam a roughly cylindrical shape, with a series of pressure intensity maxima and minima of decreasing complexity moving away from the transducer. Expanding spherical waves in the Fraunhofer region result in a diverging beam shape with pressure intensity varying inversely with the square of the distance from the transducer [24].

The relationship between intensity and distance from the radiating source is

\[
\frac{I_x}{I_o} = \sin^2 \frac{\pi}{\lambda} \left( \sqrt{(a^2 + x^2)} - x \right)
\]  

(2.6)

where \(I_o\) is the maximum intensity, \(I_x\) is the intensity at distance \(x\) from the transducer and \(a\) is the radius of the transducer element [26]. Equation 2.6
applies only along the axis of the transducer. A typical graph of Equation 2.6 is shown in Figure 2.7 [23].

![Diagram of pressure along axis versus distance from source](image)

Figure 2.7: Typical intensity versus distance plot for an unfocused single-element transducer.

Solutions to Equation 2.6 give the positions of maxima and minima within the Frénel region as

\[ x_{\text{max}} = \frac{4a^2 - \lambda^2 (2m + 1)^2}{4\lambda (2m + 1)} \]  

(2.7)

\[ x_{\text{min}} = \frac{a^2 - \lambda^2 n^2}{2n\lambda} \]  

(2.8)

where \( m = 0, 1, 2, \ldots \) and \( n = 1, 2, 3, \ldots \). The last maximum is taken to correspond to the end of the Frénel region and the beginning of the Fraunhofer region. This maximum occurs at a distance from the transducer of

\[ x_{\text{max}, \text{last}} = \frac{4a^2 - \lambda^2}{4\lambda} \]  

(2.9)

If \( a^2 \) is much greater than \( \lambda^2 \), then the length of the Frénel region can be calculated as

\[ d = \frac{a^2}{\lambda} \]  

(2.10)
where \( d \) is the distance from the transducer face at which the cylindrical beam begins to diverge [26, 23]. This distance is also called the Rayleigh distance.

The transducers used here had an element size of 0.5 inches, or 12.7mm. Therefore, one would expect a Frénel region length of approximately 61.09mm in distilled water and a length of approximately 52.37mm in connective tissue, both at 20°C. Figure 2.8 shows a plot of the field in distilled water from one of the transducers used here.

![Figure 2.8: The ultrasonic field of a 2.25MHz transducer in distilled water at 20°C.](image)

Figure 2.8 shows that for these transducers the Frénel region ends at approximately 55mm in distilled water. This is close to the approximately 61mm which was predicted by Equation 2.10. In the Fraunhofer region,
where $x \gg x_{\text{max, last}}$, intensity $I_x$ is approximately inversely proportional to $x^2$. The directivity of beam spreading is governed by the directivity function $D_x$ such that

$$D_x = \frac{2J_1(ka \sin \theta)}{ka \sin \theta}$$

where $J_1$ is a first order Bessel function of the first kind and wave number $k=2\pi/\lambda$. Now, $J_1(ka \sin \theta)=0$ when $ka \sin \theta= 3.83, 7.02, 10.17, 13.32...$ In physical terms, this means that the energy is confined into lobes. The energy of the side lobes is much lower than that in the main lobe [26]. Figure 2.9 shows the expected beam pattern in the Fraunhofer region [26].

![Figure 2.9: Expected beam spreading in the Fraunhofer region.](image)

2.2.3 Oscilloscope

The oscilloscope is a two-channel Infinium 54820A digital oscilloscope manufactured by the Hewlett-Packard Company. The oscilloscope is Windows95-
driven and incorporates a PC motherboard, internal hard drive, floppy disk drive and Ethernet network port in its design. It is essentially a computer with an oscilloscope front end. Useful features include the ability to halt signal acquisition on all channels simultaneously. Each channel can then be stored as a separate data file for further processing. Random noise can be reduced through signal averaging. All waveform data presented here is an average of 128 waveforms. The input electrical impedance of the oscilloscope is 50 Ohm.

Figure 2.10: HP Infinium Oscilloscope 54820A.

The oscilloscope samples at a maximum rate of 2 gigasamples per second. The data used here was taken at a sampling rate of 250 megasamples per second. Each file contained 25041 samples which were recorded over a time-range of 100\(\mu\)s. This degree of sampling means that the saved data has
a resolution of approximately 4ns. The number of samples saved at each sampling rate was determined by the oscilloscope. Figure 2.11 shows typical transmitted and received waveforms as they appeared on the oscilloscope screen.

Figure 2.11: Typical waveforms. The pulse on the very left of the image is the transmitted signal. The other waveform is the received signal.

Figure 2.11 shows the transmitted and received signals of an ultrasound pulse travelling through approximately 25mm of distilled water. The two signals appear on separate channels, distinguished by different coloured traces; yellow for channel 1 (extreme left), green for channel 2. The pulse on the extreme left of Figure 2.11 is the transmitted signal from the pulser-receiver. The other waveform is the received signal.
2.3 Signal Processing

Data was transferred from the oscilloscope to a Windows95 laptop computer. There, it was analysed using Matlab. A Matlab code listing of the programme used to calculate speed of sound and attenuation is in Appendix A. Figure 2.12 shows typical data.

![Typical Input Pulse](image1.png) ![Typical Received Pulse](image2.png)

Figure 2.12: Typical transmitted pulse (left) and received waveform (right).

In Figure 2.12, the time range represented in the graph on the left is 800ns. The time range represented in the graph on the right is 12μs. The resolution of both graphs is approximately 4ns per sample. The time of flight was determined by measuring the difference in time between the first peak of both signals. The peaks are labelled “A” and “B” in Figure 2.12. The amplitude of the transmitted signal shown in Figure 2.12 is the result of the scaling down of the signal as described in Section 2.2.1.

Figure 2.4 shows that the physical distance between transducer elements
cannot be readily measured due to the matching layer between the transducer element and the face of each probe. Therefore, there exists an error in distance measurement which is dependent on the thickness of the matching layers in both probes. Since this distance is difficult to measure in sealed transducer casings, a time offset was used to correct for this distance error. By placing the transducers face-to-face, a time delay of approximately 531.5 ns was measured. This delay also includes the time taken for the signal to travel through the coaxial cables which connect all components. This is approximately 5 ns m\(^{-1}\) [48]. The delay does not include the time taken for the oscilloscope to processes the signals, as this would be the same for both signals.

Other distance measurement errors encountered as part of using an experimental rig or a particular experimental setup are discussed in their relevant chapters. Corrections were incorporated into the calculation of velocity such that Equation 2.4 became

\[
c = \frac{d + d_{offset}}{t - 531.5 \cdot 10^{-9}}
\]  

(2.12)

where \(d\) is in units of metres and \(t\) is in units of seconds. Attenuation is manifested as an exponential decline of signal amplitude \(A\) with distance \(x\) travelled by the wave. This relationship is shown in Equation 2.13.

\[
A = A_0 e^{-\alpha x}
\]  

(2.13)
where \( A_0 \) is the initial value of the amplitude at distance \( x = 0 \) and \( \alpha \) is the attenuation coefficient [23]. The attenuation coefficient is in units of distance\(^{-1}\). However, in practice it is measured in units of dB cm\(^{-1}\) such that

\[
\alpha(\text{dB cm}^{-1}) = -\frac{1}{x} \log_{10}\left(\frac{A^2}{A_0^2}\right) \tag{2.14}
\]

\[
\alpha(\text{dB cm}^{-1}) = -\frac{1}{x} 20 \log_{10}\left(\frac{A}{A_0}\right) \tag{2.15}
\]

The greater the value of the attenuation coefficient, the more rapid the decline of amplitude of the wave with distance travelled [49]. The attenuation values quoted in later chapters were arrived at by calculating \( \alpha \) using Equation 2.15. In such calculations, the initial input amplitude was defined as 250V. \( A \) was defined as the peak amplitude of the received signal. All measurements were made in the near field.

Equation 2.15 does not take diffraction effects into consideration. However, Seki [50] showed that a general estimate of the attenuation due to diffraction is given by 1 dB per \( a^2/\lambda \). This is thought to be accurate to within one order of magnitude.
2.4 Summary

This chapter described the method which was used to characterise salmon tissue using ultrasound. Pulse transit time measurement was used to measure the speed of sound. Attenuation was calculated from pulse intensity values as a supportive parameter to the speed of sound measurements. The measurement system was described. The signal processing methods which were used to attain and analyse raw data were also explained. All experiments described in subsequent chapters used this system to acquire velocity and attenuation data.
Chapter 3

Phantoms

A “phantom” is a material, or combination of materials, that mimics the ultrasound characteristics of another material, such as soft tissue. Phantoms can be used to model how the speed of sound and the attenuation within a material will alter as the components of that material are altered. This chapter describes experiments which were conducted using phantoms to model dispersed fat concentrations within salmon muscle tissue.

Water and fat constitute roughly 80% of salmon muscle tissue. The other 20% is composed of proteins and of a very small percentage of non-flammable trace minerals collectively known as “ash.” Fat within salmon muscle exists as dispersed oil concentrations. The fat is in the form of oil due to its high quantities of polyunsaturates [51]. This type of fat is called “intramuscular” fat. There are no fat layers within salmon muscle itself. Therefore, it was
important to investigate if the ultrasound system was capable of picking out concentration differences in a dispersed fat system. Some studies [22, 34, 43, 28, 20] have treated fish tissue as a liquid because its shear modulus is much smaller than its bulk modulus.

Skimmed milk and double cream were chosen as the two components for a phantom. The skimmed milk contained 0.1% fat, while the cream contained 48% fat. The skimmed milk represented the water and protein components of the tissue, and the cream represented fat, water and protein. By mixing the two components in differing proportions, a dispersed fat system of many different fat levels could be created.

The acoustic velocities of both water and fat change with temperature. The velocity through water is known to increase with temperature. The velocity through edible fats and oils is known to decrease with temperature. The point at which they are equal has been shown to be approximately 18°C for some oils [34]. Therefore, experiments were conducted to find the temperature at which the fat and the water within the phantom components had equal velocities. Further experiments were conducted at a temperature at which one could more easily distinguish between velocity changes caused by changes in fat level. It was possible to generate an empirical equation to predict the amount of fat in the milk/cream phantom given only the measured velocity. This equation was then assessed for repeatability by a
series of blind tests.

Finally, reticulated foam was introduced into the milk/cream phantom. Lerski [52] has shown that the structure within Bulpren S20 reticulated foam was capable of producing tissue-like attenuation. The measured velocity drop due to the introduction of the foam into the phantom was approximately 0.1%. Again, velocity and attenuation measurements were taken to determine if the system was capable of detecting changes in dispersed fat level in this more tissue-like structure.

3.1 Acoustic Properties of Liquids

Sound is a mechanical vibratory form of energy which propagates through a medium by means of the motions of the particles within the medium. All liquids absorb energy because of frictional forces which act to oppose the periodic motion of the particles within the medium [23]. In addition, the density of a liquid changes with temperature. For example, liquids are less dense at 40°C than they are at 4°C. A less dense liquid can be compressed more during the high-pressure portion of the cycle.

On a larger scale, the propagation of sound waves can be understood in terms of the elastic properties of the medium. A substance which tends to return to its original size and shape when deforming forces are removed is
termed “elastic”.

For liquids, the speed of sound can be written as

\[ c = \sqrt{\frac{1}{\kappa \rho_0}} \]  

(3.1)

where \( \rho_0 \) represents the uncompressed density of the liquid and \( \kappa \) is the adiabatic compressability. The reciprocal of \( \kappa \) is the adiabatic bulk modulus of elasticity of the liquid, \( B \) [49]. In Appendix B, Equation 3.1 is derived from Hooke’s Law and Newton’s Second Law of Motion. For multi-component mixtures this equation becomes

\[ c = \left[ \left( \sum_{i=1}^{n} \phi_i \kappa_i \right) \left( \sum_{i=1}^{n} \phi_i \rho_i \right) \right]^{-1/2} \]  

(3.2)

or, substituting for \( \kappa_i \)

\[ c = \left[ \left( \sum_{i=1}^{n} \phi_i \rho_i \right) \left( \sum_{i=1}^{n} \phi_i \rho_i \right) \right]^{-1/2} \]  

(3.3)

Here, \( n \) is the total number of components in the mixture, \( \phi \) is the volume fraction of the dispersed component and \( \rho \) is the density of that component [53]. This equation assumes that the particles are rigid, are infinitesimally small compared to the wavelength and that the suspension is dilute [27].

Equations 3.1 and 3.3 hold for sound propagation in a stationary medium at small wave amplitudes. However, any sound wave by its very nature produces a flow of the medium, changing in time and space. This is called “bulk streaming” [54]. The velocity of this flow is the particle velocity \( v \).
The dependence of the sound velocity on the particle velocity can be seen from the following equation.

\[ c = c_0 + \left(1 + \frac{B}{2A}\right)v \]  

(3.4)

In Equation 3.4, \(c_0\) is equal to \(c\) in the previous two equations. The ratio \(B/A\) is referred to as the “nonlinearity parameter.” The terms \(A\) and \(B\) come from the following Taylor series expansion of the equation of state for an acoustic wave travelling through an isotropic medium [55].

\[ P = P_0 + A \left(\frac{\rho - \rho_0}{\rho}\right) + \frac{B}{2} \left(\frac{\rho - \rho_0}{\rho}\right)^2 + ... \]  

(3.5)

where

\[ A = \rho_0 \left(\frac{\partial P}{\partial \rho}\right)_{0,S} \]  

(3.6)

and

\[ B = \rho_0^2 \left(\frac{\partial^2 P}{\partial \rho^2}\right)_{0,S} \]  

(3.7)

\(P\) and \(P_0\) are the instantaneous and hydrostatic pressures and \(\rho\) and \(\rho_0\) are the instantaneous and equilibrium densities. The partial derivatives are taken at equilibrium and at constant entropy, \(S\). Thus, the nonlinearity of the medium can be expressed as \(B/A\) such that

\[ \frac{B}{A} = \rho_0 c_0 \left(\frac{\partial c}{\partial P}\right)_T + \beta T \rho_0 \left(\frac{\partial c}{\partial T}\right)_P \]  

(3.8)
The subscript $T$ indicates a partial derivative taken at constant temperature. The subscript $P$ indicates a partial derivative taken at constant pressure. $T$ itself is the temperature, $\beta$ is the volume coefficient of thermal expansion and $C_P$ is the specific heat at constant pressure. In soft tissue, the second term in Equation 3.8 dominates. For pure water, $B/A$ has been determined experimentally to increase from 4.16 at 0°C to 6.11 at 100°C [55].

Every fat and edible oil contains a number of different fatty acids. These acids are defined by the number of carbon atoms and the number of double bonds between carbon atoms in each molecule. Appendix C shows the exact fatty acid composition of all four fats or edible oils discussed in this thesis. Javanaud [39] reported that the speed of sound through a fat or edible oil can be calculated from knowledge of its fatty acid composition. For example, the speed of sound through a single fatty acid at 20°C can be calculated using the following equation.

\[
c = 1333 + 7n + 8m
\]

where $n$ is the number of carbon atoms present in the molecule, $m$ is the number of double bonds between carbon atoms and $c$ is in units of $\text{ms}^{-1}$. By calculating the velocity of each fatty acid present in an oil separately and then combining the velocities using Equation 3.3, an approximate overall velocity for an edible oil or fat can be calculated in principle.
The attenuation through liquids will adhere to the same equations set forth in Section 2.3. Single-component liquids do not contain particle structures to scatter incident sound. They also do not contain interfaces to reflect sound. In this instance, the measured attenuation coefficient is the same as the absorption coefficient [23].

3.2 Methods and Materials

In order to take accurate measurements of the speed of sound through a substance, it is essential to be able to control pressure and temperature. In the experiments in this chapter, the variation of velocity with temperature was under investigation. Therefore, every step was taken to ensure that temperature was controlled and measured as accurately as possible. Pressure was assumed to be normal atmospheric pressure. However, atmospheric pressure changes over the course of a day. Therefore, a reading of atmospheric pressure was recorded before taking measurements. Atmospheric pressure readings were obtained from the BBC Weather Centre website data for Oxford city centre [56]. This data is updated every hour.

For the experiments involving pure water, a 15-litre temperature-controlled water bath was used. The bath was manufactured by Grant Instruments Ltd. of Cambridge, UK. By means of a dial on the side of the tank, it was pos-
sible to set the water to a specific temperature within ±1°C. The bath used an indicator light next to the dial to confirm that it had reached the set temperature. It was soon discovered that this method was highly inaccurate. Therefore, a digital thermometer was used to monitor the temperature within the tank. Using the thermometer in conjunction with the correct dial position, a desired temperature could easily be reached within ±0.1°F, or ±0.056°C. The water was continually circulated using a Perspex stirring rod. An air pump was not used to circulate the water because the pump would introduce bubbles and would dissolve gases into the liquid. The importance of using distilled degassed water is discussed later.

The two phantoms used to conduct the experiments described in this chapter were contained in Perspex. Perspex was used because it is an inexpensive material whose acoustic properties are known. The velocity of sound through Perspex is approximately 2690ms⁻¹ [57]. The first cell in which the velocity of the milk/cream mixture was measured is shown in Figure 3.1.
Figure 3.1: Perspex measurement cell. “A” and “B” are the ultrasonic probes. “C” is the Perspex measurement cell.

In Figure 3.1, “A” and “B” are the ultrasonic probes. “C” is the Perspex measurement cell. This cell allowed the transducers to be coupled straight into the liquid. Correct transducer alignment was key to acquiring accurate data. It was important to align the transducer faces in all three dimensions so as to avoid parallax error and inadvertent shifting of the transducers during the experiment. The cell is effectively a rectangular Perspex container with holes drilled through two opposite walls. The diameter of the holes is equal to the diameter of the transducers used. The inner dimensions of the cell are 87.0mm across by 130.0mm wide by a depth of 34.5mm. This gives a total volume of approximately 390.2ml. The cell provided a fixed ultrasound path length of 87.0mm. The transducers were fitted so that the faces of the
transducers aligned with the inside wall of the cell on both sides. Once the transducers were in place, silicone sealant was used to make the cell watertight. When the cell was filled with a liquid, reflections from the bottom of the cell and the surface of the liquid were noticed in the received signal. However, these reflections occurred after the first peak in the received signal. Therefore, they had little bearing on the results presented here. For the calibration measurements presented in the next section, the cell was placed inside the temperature-controlled water bath after the bath was filled with distilled degassed water.

Figure 3.2: Temperature-controlled water bath with Perspex cell inside it.

The water bath’s minimum temperature was 25°C. Therefore, in experiments conducted below 25°C, the water bath was not used. Instead, the cell was filled with the liquid under examination and placed in a cooling chamber.
for several hours. Measurements were taken as the temperature of the liquid was allowed to rise very slowly. Constant temperature readings were taken using the digital thermometer. Data acquisition was halted as soon as the liquid under examination was within ±0.056°C of the target temperature. The data was then saved and acquisition was started once more. This procedure avoided inaccuracies in velocity measurements due to the temperature drifting as the data was saved.

The other phantom was built to mimic more closely the properties of soft tissue. A reticulated foam block was used to simulate a tissue-like structure with tissue-like attenuation. As mentioned earlier, Lerski [52] demonstrated that Bulpren S20 reticulated foam was capable of producing tissue-like attenuation, while the measured velocity drop in distilled water due to the foam was less than 0.1%. The foam is manufactured by Foam Engineers Ltd. of High Wycombe, UK. The Bulpren S20 foam has an open-pore structure and a uniform pore size of 2.5mm. Its industrial application is as an air filter and it contains only open pores. Therefore, it is able to be completely filled with liquid.

A cube of Bulpren S20 was inserted into a Perspex box measuring 117mm by 177mm by a depth of 137mm internally. The box was constructed from 5mm-thick Perspex. The transducers were coupled onto the adjacent sides of the box using ultrasound gel. Thus the total ultrasound path length was
127mm. A cross was etched into the Perspex at the same position on opposite sides of the box. The centre of each transducer face was aligned with the centre of the cross. In this way, accurate transducer alignment was achieved.

The liquid under examination was poured into the box. The foam was then lowered into place. The foam was compressed several times to get rid of any air possibly trapped in voids within the foam. However, it is expected that the mixture was not completely degassed. Velocity measurements were made using milk/cream mixtures of increasing fat content. Temperature was measured by submerging the digital thermometer in the mixture between the edge of the foam cube and an interior wall of the box.

Figure 3.3: Phantom containing a block of reticulated foam.
3.3 Calibration

It was necessary to calibrate the measurement system by using reference media with known acoustic properties. This was done by comparing the system output with known values of the speed of sound in the reference media at the same known temperatures and the same known atmospheric pressures. First, the system was calibrated against a “medical” phantom. A medical phantom is a gel-filled test object with known tissue-like acoustic properties. Distilled degassed water was then chosen as a further reference medium. Distilled degassed water is a medium about which many velocity measurement results have been published. Additionally, measurements were taken to understand the effects of salinity on the speed of sound through sea water. Any ultrasonic system that will be used on live salmon in sea water must calibrate for these effects as well.

3.3.1 Medical Phantom

This type of phantom is used by quality control professionals to calibrate diagnostic ultrasound equipment. The gel within the phantom provides known tissue-like attenuation at a known velocity. The phantom used here was manufactured by Diagnostic Sonar Ltd. as part of the Cardiff Test System group of phantoms. The Cardiff Test System phantoms are used in the British
standard method for calibrating diagnostic ultrasound equipment [58].

The phantom consists of a graphite-loaded gel within a Perspex box. The box has acoustic windows on two adjacent sides. The gel is loaded with graphite at three different concentrations. The graphite particles in each concentration range in size from 15 microns to 44 microns in diameter. This produces three regions of differing attenuation and differing velocity. These properties are summarised in Table 3.1.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Velocity at 21°C</th>
<th>Attenuation</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>High Attenuation</td>
<td>1529.8ms⁻¹</td>
<td>2.56dB cm⁻¹</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Background</td>
<td>1529.1ms⁻¹</td>
<td>1.84dB cm⁻¹</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Low Attenuation</td>
<td>1531.2ms⁻¹</td>
<td>0.11dB cm⁻¹</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 3.1: Cardiff Test System reference values.

The accuracy of the velocity values is ±0.1%, or approximately ±1.5ms⁻¹. The velocity at temperatures other than 21°C can be calculated by using a temperature coefficient of 2.4ms⁻¹°C⁻¹. The accuracy of the attenuation values is not stated by the manufacturer. There are structures within the phantom to allow one to take a measurement which incorporates a percentage of each region. In this experiment, measurements were taken on only two regions: the 100% High Attenuation region and the 100% Low Attenuation region. The transducers were coupled to the acoustic windows using ultrasound gel. The digital thermometer was attached to one of the acoustic windows. Twenty measurements were made of each region. The temperature
of the phantom itself was also measured twenty times for each region. The mean temperature of the phantom during measurement of the High Attenuation region was 27.970°C ±0.056°C. The mean temperature of the phantom during measurement of the Low Attenuation region was 26.725°C ±0.056°C. The velocity measurements were then compared to temperature-adjusted expected values. These results are summarised in Table 3.2.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Region</th>
<th>Expected c (m/s) ± Error</th>
<th>Measured c (m/s) ± Error</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>High Attenuation</td>
<td>1546.5 m/s ± 1.5 m/s</td>
<td>1546.7 m/s ± 1.4 m/s</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Low Attenuation</td>
<td>1544.9 m/s ± 1.5 m/s</td>
<td>1544.7 m/s ± 1.2 m/s</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 3.2: Comparison of expected velocities and measured velocities through the medical phantom.

All measured data in the table above is a mean of 20 measurements. A mean was taken to overcome any coupling problems between the acoustic window of the phantom and the transducer face. Errors in the measured values are standard deviations. These results show that the measured values are approximately in line with expected values. It is reasonable to assume that the measurement system will be able to measure ultrasound velocity to within approximately ±1.5 ms⁻¹.

Attenuation measurements are compared to expected values in Table 3.3.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Region</th>
<th>Expected α (dB cm⁻¹)</th>
<th>Measured α (dB cm⁻¹) ± Error</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>High Attenuation</td>
<td>2.56 dB cm⁻¹</td>
<td>2.68 dB cm⁻¹ ± 0.31 dB cm⁻¹</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Low Attenuation</td>
<td>0.11 dB cm⁻¹</td>
<td>0.32 dB cm⁻¹ ± 0.25 dB cm⁻¹</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 3.3: Comparison of expected attenuations and measured attenuations through the medical phantom.
Again, all measured data in the table is a mean of 20 measurements. Errors in the measured values are standard deviations. Note again that the manufacturer did not state error values for the attenuation through the phantom. However, both of the expected values fall within the error ranges of the measured values. Therefore, it was assumed that the measurement system was capable of measuring attenuation to within approximately ±0.3dB cm$^{-1}$.

### 3.3.2 Distilled Degassed Water

In 1972, del Grosso and Mader [38] published an equation and tables of data relating the speed of sound in pure water to temperature. However, their equation neglected the pressure dependence of the speed of sound in water. Pierce [59] suggested a pressure dependence term in his 1981 book. Povey [60] has combined the temperature and pressure terms and proposed the following equation, which employs del Grosso and Mader’s equation modified by the addition of the pressure dependence term quoted by Pierce.

$$c = 1402.39 + 5.03711T - 0.0580852T^2 + 3.3342 \cdot 10^{-4}T^3$$

$$- 1.478 \cdot 10^{-6}T^4 + 3.14643 \cdot 10^{-9}T^5 + 1.6 \cdot 10^{-6} (p_0 - 10^5) \quad (3.10)$$

where $T$ is temperature in degrees Celsius and $p_0$ is the absolute pressure in Pascals. The temperature coefficients are calculated from empirical data. The equation is accurate to within ±0.015ms$^{-1}$ between 0.001°C and
95.126°C at 10^5 Pa [60]. The objective of this experiment was to obtain an estimate of the error between the results taken with this system on distilled degassed water and the solutions obtained using Equation 3.10 over a 15°C temperature range.

Distilled water was obtained from the Oxford University Biochemistry Department. The water was distilled using the Milli-Q Ultrapure Water machine manufactured by Millipore Incorporated. The purifier output 99.999% pure H₂O. The machine did not, however, degas the water.

It was very important to degas the water to remove dissolved air before measuring the speed of sound through it. Dissolved air generally has very little effect on the speed of sound. However, small changes in pressure can bring dissolved air out of solution, creating bubbles. Similarly, naturally occurring waters often contain microbubbles. They can have a large effect on the velocity of sound in the medium. For example, 10 parts-per-million (ppm) of undissolved air can change the velocity by approximately 8%. Likewise, 0.1 ppm of undissolved air has been shown to decrease velocity by approximately 1.4 ms⁻¹ [60]. Therefore, it was imperative to degas the distilled water before any measurements were taken.

The simplest way to degas a liquid is to place it in an ultrasonic cleaning bath for several minutes. In this experiment, a plastic bottle containing the distilled water was partially submerged in the cleaning bath for fifteen
minutes. The high-power ultrasound of the bath encourages the dissolved air to form bubbles, which then float out of the liquid. The bottle cap was removed so as to let the bubbles escape into the ambient air. The bath itself was supplied by RS Components Ltd. and contained two 75W, 2.5MHz transducers pointed upwards from the floor of the bath.

![Figure 3.4: Water bottle containing distilled water inside the ultrasonic cleaning bath.](image)

The water was then carefully transferred to the temperature-controlled water bath. Care was taken to minimise the probability of new gas bubbles being introduced into the liquid during the transfer. The speed of sound was then measured over a temperature range of 25°C to 39°C. This temperature range was chosen so as to allow use of the temperature-controlled water bath. While the temperature of sea water, and thus the temperature of fish tissue,
would in practise be lower, this temperature range is quite satisfactory for calibrating the measurement system. The atmospheric pressure was recorded as 1007mB, or 1.007x10^5 Pa, and rising. The results are shown below.

![Speed of Sound in Pure Water vs. Temperature](image)

Figure 3.5: Speed of sound in distilled degassed water versus temperature. The dots represent measured values. The solid line is the solution to Equation 3.10.

In the figure above, the dots represent measured values while the solid line is the solution to Equation 3.10. The standard deviation in these measurements is ±0.51 ms^-1 in relation to expected values from the solution to Equation 3.10.
3.3.3 Salt Water

In the wild, salmon can be found in both salt water and fresh water. However, the majority of commercial fish farms in Europe are located in the salt water of the North Atlantic Ocean. Therefore, it makes sense to investigate the effect that salinity has on the propagation of ultrasound in water.

In 1960, W.D. Wilson [61] published the following equation giving the speed of sound in sea water as a function of temperature, pressure and salinity.

\[
V = 1449.22 + \Delta V_T + \Delta V_P + \Delta V_S + \Delta V_{STP} \tag{3.11}
\]

where

\[
\Delta V_T = 4.6233T - 5.4585 \cdot 10^{-2}T^2 + 2.822 \cdot 10^{-4}T^3 - 5.07 \cdot 10^{-7}T^4 \tag{3.12}
\]

\[
\Delta V_P = 1.60518 \cdot 10^{-1}P + 1.0279 \cdot 10^{-5}P^2 + 3.14151 \cdot 10^{-9}P^3 - 3.503 \cdot 10^{-12}P^4 \tag{3.13}
\]

\[
\Delta V_S = 1.391(S - 35) - 7.8 \cdot 10^{-2}(S - 35)^2 \tag{3.14}
\]

\[
\Delta V_{STP} = (S - 35) - (1.197 \cdot 10^{-2}T + 2.61 \cdot 10^{-4}P - 1.96 \cdot 10^{-7}P^2
- 2.09 \cdot 10^{-6}PT) + P(-2.796 \cdot 10^{-4}T + 1.3302 \cdot 10^{-5}T^2
- 6.644 \cdot 10^{-8}T^3) + P^2(-2.391 \cdot 10^{-7}T + 9.286 \cdot 10^{-10}T^2)
- 1.745 \cdot 10^{-10}P^3T \tag{3.15}
\]
$T$ is the temperature in degrees Celsius, $P$ is the pressure in kg/cm$^2$ (1.02 kg/cm$^2$ = 10$^5$ Pa) and $S$ represents the salinity of the water in parts-per-thousand (ppt). The equation reflects the speed of sound in sea water in the temperature range -3°C to 30°C, the pressure range 1.033 kg/cm$^2$ to 1000 kg/cm$^2$ and the salinity range 33 ppt to 37 ppt [61]. Approximately 99.5% of all sea water falls within these three ranges. Equation 3.11 is reported to be accurate to within $\pm 0.22$ ms$^{-1}$.

The objective of this experiment was to determine the effect that different salinities would have on the ultrasound velocity within the medium as the temperature was increased. In this experiment, the salinity ranged from 33 ppt to 37 ppt, in 2 ppt increments. Synthetic marine salt was purchased from a local aquarium supply shop. The sea salt was a mixture of pharmaceutical grade chemically-pure salts and 70 different trace elements, all of which appear naturally in sea water and remain in solution when dissolved. The salt is produced by Dr. Biener GmbH of Wartenberg, Germany.

An acceptable water temperature range for salmon is 2°C to 22°C [17]. This experiment was conducted over the temperature range from 3°C to 18°C. As described earlier, the temperature-controlled water bath was not used for experiments below 25°C. Instead, the water was cooled, then the temperature was allowed to rise slowly. The water was not degassed, as real sea water would contain microbubbles and dissolved gases [60].
Figure 3.6: The velocity gap between pure water, bottom, and water of various salinities. Shapes represent experimental data. The bottom line is the solution to Equation 3.10 for pure water. The other solid lines are the solutions to Equation 3.11 for the three salinities.

The shapes in the top half of Figure 3.6 show the experimental data for three different salinities: 33ppt represented by triangles, 35ppt represented by circles and 37ppt represented by diamonds. The crosses in the bottom half of the figure represent experimental data for pure water. The top solid lines are the solutions to Equation 3.11 for those three salinities. The bottom solid line is the solution to Equation 3.10 for pure water.

These results demonstrate that the acoustic velocity increases near-linearly with both salinity and temperature within this range. At a concentration of 33ppt, the velocity difference with pure water of the same temperature is approximately $39.85\text{ms}^{-1} \pm 1.36\text{ms}^{-1}$. A concentration of 35ppt yields a
difference of approximately $42.67 \text{ms}^{-1} \pm 1.46 \text{ms}^{-1}$ with pure water of the same temperature. Finally, a concentration of 37ppt produces a difference of $44.87 \text{ms}^{-1} \pm 1.56 \text{ms}^{-1}$. All errors are standard deviations from expected values from Equation 3.11. These results show increases of approximately 1.2 ms$^{-1}$ per ppt. The changes in velocity with salinity can be attributed to changes in both density and compressibility within the medium [62, 63, 64, 65, 66].

Atmospheric pressure was recorded for each salinity and included in the calculations. However, the pressure range was so small at ground level (0.011kg/cm$^2$) that the effects of atmospheric pressure change on the results presented here is negligible.

The repeatability of these results will depend on the degree of microbubbles present in the water under investigation. However, an increase in salinity will always cause an increase in acoustic velocity in waters with similar amounts of dissolved air and microbubbles over the range of temperatures seen here. More important is the fact that water salinity and air bubbles will have to be calibrated for in a finished fish fat monitoring system used in seawater.
3.4 Milk/Cream Mixtures

Milk and cream were chosen as the two components for a phantom to investigate whether the system was capable of detecting velocity and attenuation changes due to changes in fat concentration in a dispersed fat system. The milk and cream were obtained from a local supermarket. The milk contained 0.1% fat, while the cream contained 48% fat. Both the milk and the cream contained approximately 3% protein, 5% lactose and 1% of other solids, such as vitamins and minerals. The other 43% of the cream and 90.9% of the milk was water [67]. As both phantom components contained approximately the same levels of protein, lactose and other solids, all velocity and attenuation changes should have been caused by changes in the fat level of the mixtures.

Appendix C shows that there are differences in fatty acid composition between milk fat and salmon oil. Milk fat is high in saturated fatty acids, while salmon oil is high in mono- and polyunsaturated fatty acids. This compositional difference leads to a difference in acoustic velocity. Using Equations 3.3 and 3.9, it is possible to calculate the velocity of sound through milk fat as $1445.05 \text{ms}^{-1} \pm 1 \text{ms}^{-1}$ and the velocity of sound through salmon oil as $1486.12 \text{ms}^{-1} \pm 1 \text{ms}^{-1}$, both at 20°C. Despite these differences, milk fat is close enough to salmon oil in composition and acoustic velocity to give a reasonable idea of the behaviour of salmon oil in a dispersed fat system.
The cream was diluted with milk at different concentrations reflecting the range of fat concentrations found in salmon muscle tissue. Measurements were taken with the mixtures inside the Perspex measurement cell. Each mixture was constantly stirred with a Perspex stirring rod so as to keep the mixture as homogenous as possible. It was stirred slowly so that air was not introduced into the mixture. In this section, simulating tissue-like attenuation was not attempted.

3.4.1 Measurement Temperature

An important consideration is the temperature at which one may most easily distinguish between fat levels within the milk/cream mixture. McClements [25] has demonstrated that several edible oils have negative $\frac{dc}{dT}$ values. Many edible oils were reported to have $\frac{dc}{dT}$ values of between $-3.2\text{ms}^{-1}\text{C}^{-1}$ and $-3.4\text{ms}^{-1}\text{C}^{-1}$. Water has a positive $\frac{dc}{dT}$ slope of approximately $3.7\text{ms}^{-1}\text{C}^{-1}$ between $4^\circ\text{C}$ and $25^\circ\text{C}$. Therefore, there is a temperature at which the speed of sound in the water content of the mixture and the speed of sound in the fat content of the mixture will be equal. At this temperature, changes in fat content will not be reflected in the measured speed of sound. This experiment aimed to find the intersection temperature. Once the intersection temperature was found, a temperature at which one could more easily dis-
tistinguish between velocity changes caused by changes in fat level could be
chosen as the temperature at which to conduct future experiments.

Another consideration with respect to temperature is the fact that a sig-
nificant proportion of the milk fat will be solid within the temperature range
for salmon defined in Section 3.3.3 [68]. The amount of solid fat present will
decrease as the temperature increases. Other studies have suggested that
this behaviour can be overcome by taking measurements above 35°C [60].
At this temperature, one can guarantee that all the fat within the mixture
is liquid. It was decided here to take measurements within the temperature
range for salmon as the intramuscular fat within salmon would be partially
solid as well. In working with these materials over 35°C, one also risks the
components denaturing.

The most straightforward approach is to measure the velocities through
100% cream over a range of temperatures, then through 100% milk over the
same range of temperatures. Plotting the two curves will yield an intersection
temperature. This was attempted here. However, it was found that a usable
signal could not be obtained through the 100% cream. This was due to the
fact that the signal almost completely attenuated before it could reach the
receiving transducer 87mm away. The high degree of attenuation suggests
that Equation 3.3 ignores scattering within the mixture.

Therefore, the velocity was measured at six different concentrations, rang-
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ing from 0% cream to 50% cream, in 10% increments and over a temperature range from 5°C to 21°C. In theory, all of these plots should also intersect at the temperature at which the velocity in milk fat and the velocity in water are equal. Figure 3.7 shows these results.

Figure 3.7: Speed of sound versus temperature profiles for cream-in-milk concentrations of 0% (dots), 10% (circles), 20% (diamonds), 30% (squares), 40% (triangles), and 50% (hexagrams). The solid curves are best-fits.

In Figure 3.7, empirical data is represented by shapes. The solid curves are best-fits. As expected, all six plots converged at approximately 19°C. From the graph it is clear that any temperature around 19°C should be avoided for future ultrasound measurements, as there is very little separation in the velocities of different fat contents at this temperature. Therefore, 10°C was chosen as a temperature for future milk/cream experiments, as
there is a good separation of approximately 6ms\(^{-1}\) per 10% cream, or approximately 5% fat, at this temperature. Moreover, 10°C is near the middle of the temperature range for salmon.

### 3.4.2 Measurements at 10°C

Further measurements of the speed of sound and attenuation of the phantom were taken exclusively at 10°C. Data was taken as the fat content of the phantom was raised from 0% cream, or 0.1% fat, to 50% cream, or approximately 24% fat. This fat range is the same as that found in farmed salmon [17]. The results are shown below.

![Speed of Sound vs. Concentration of Cream](image)

Figure 3.8: Speed of sound versus concentration of 48% fat double cream in 0.1% fat milk at 10°C.

Figure 3.8 demonstrates that the ultrasound system was capable of de-
tecting the velocity changes caused by increased cream concentrations over the entire concentration range. The increase in velocity with concentration is linear. This linear relationship was used to determine the following equation from empirical data.

\[ c = 0.61 \cdot \text{cream\_percentage} + 1481.37 \]  

(3.16)

Equation 3.16 is expected to be accurate to within ±1.5ms⁻¹. Using Equation 3.16, it is possible to calculate that the velocity through 100% cream is approximately 1542.63ms⁻¹. Using this value and the measured value of 1480.81ms⁻¹ through 100% milk, it becomes possible to use a modified version of Equation 3.3 to determine the fat content of a mixture from knowledge of its acoustic velocity alone.

The densities of liquid oils and water are fairly similar [53]. The density of milk fat is 912kg m⁻³. The density of water is 997kg m⁻³[46]. Thus, Equation 3.3 can be simplified.

\[ c = \left( \sum_{i=1}^{n} \frac{\phi_i}{c_i^2} \right)^{-1/2} \]  

(3.17)

It has been shown that this relationship gives a good description of the ultrasonic properties of a mixture in which the density of the various components are similar and scattering is not appreciable [34, 25, 32, 43, 28]. In the case
of a milk/cream mixture, the equation becomes

\[ c = \left[ \frac{\phi_{\text{milk}}}{c_{\text{milk}}^2} + \frac{\phi_{\text{cream}}}{c_{\text{cream}}^2} \right]^{-1/2} \]  (3.18)

\[ c = \left[ \frac{\phi_{\text{milk}}}{1480.81^2} + \frac{\phi_{\text{cream}}}{1542.63^2} \right]^{-1/2} \]  (3.19)

where

\[ \phi_{\text{cream}} = \frac{\text{fat\_percentage}_{\text{cream}}}{0.48 \cdot 100\%} \]  (3.20)

\[ \phi_{\text{milk}} = \frac{\text{fat\_percentage}_{\text{milk}}}{0.001 \cdot 100\%} \]  (3.21)

However, this leaves two unknowns \((\text{fat\_percentage}_{\text{cream}}\) and \((\text{fat\_percentage}_{\text{milk}})\)

in one equation. Since the amount of fat in the milk component is so small, the total fat in the mixture is approximately equal to the amount of fat in the cream component. Thus, by substituting for \(\phi_{\text{milk}}\), Equation 3.18 becomes usable for fat content prediction.

\[ c = \left[ 1 - \phi_{\text{cream}} \right] \frac{1}{1480.81^2} + \frac{\phi_{\text{cream}}}{1542.63^2} \right]^{-1/2} \]  (3.22)

or

\[ \text{cream\_percentage} = (100\%) \left( \frac{1}{1} - \frac{1}{1480.81^2} \right) \]  (3.23)

recalling that

\[ \text{fat\_percentage}_{\text{cream}} = 0.48 \cdot \text{cream\_percentage} \]  (3.24)
The repeatability of using Equation 3.23 to predict cream concentrations, and thus fat levels within a milk/cream mixture, is discussed in the next section.

It was observed that attenuation in the mixture rose with increasing levels of fat. This is shown in Figure 3.9.

Figure 3.9: Attenuation versus concentration of cream. Dots are experimental data. The solid curve is a best-fit.

Figure 3.9 shows the attenuation recorded over the entire concentration range. As mentioned earlier, this experiment did not attempt to mimic the attenuation caused by soft tissue. However, it is worth noting how the attenuation increases slightly more rapidly as the concentration of cream increases. This increase in attenuation is caused mainly by the fat component of the mixture. Since the milk fat is dispersed in the form of globules, the milk fat
attenuates even more strongly than would pure milk fat [46]. If one assumes that particle size distribution remains roughly constant over the entire concentration range, then the nonlinear increase in attenuation can be attributed to multiple scattering of the ultrasound beam between emulsion droplets [69].

3.4.3 Repeatability

This section discusses experiments which were performed to assess how well Equation 3.23 could predict cream concentrations in milk/cream mixtures. Similar to previous experiments, cream was diluted with milk to create mixtures of seven distinct dispersed fat levels. All velocity measurements were made at 10°C. From this data, an estimate of cream content was calculated. These tests were repeated 10 times. The mean results are shown in the table below.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>%Cream</th>
<th>%Measured</th>
<th>%Error</th>
<th>%Standard Deviation</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>5.64</td>
<td>-1.36</td>
<td>±0.78</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>14</td>
<td>15.84</td>
<td>+1.84</td>
<td>±2.35</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>19</td>
<td>18.36</td>
<td>-0.64</td>
<td>±2.45</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>24</td>
<td>25.81</td>
<td>+1.81</td>
<td>±0.71</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>35</td>
<td>36.63</td>
<td>+1.63</td>
<td>±2.31</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>40</td>
<td>41.83</td>
<td>+1.83</td>
<td>±1.45</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>47</td>
<td>48.36</td>
<td>+1.36</td>
<td>±1.73</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 3.4: Mean repeatability results for seven cream concentrations.

Table 3.4 shows that there is a good correlation ($r=0.998$, $n=7$) between fat content determined by ultrasound measurement and the actual fat content.
of the mixture. All mean errors are within ±2.0% cream, or approximately ±0.96% fat. Standard deviations do not vary beyond ±2.5% cream, or approximately ±1.2% fat. It is difficult to tell what portion of these errors is due to experimental error in measuring out exact quantities of liquid and what proportion is due to system error. Still, these results have shown that it is possible to predict fat content of a dispersed fat system to within approximately ±1.5% using only ultrasound velocity measurements at a single temperature.

3.5 Foam Phantom

This section describes experiments in which a cube of Bulpren S20 reticulated foam was inserted into the milk/cream mixture in order to provide tissue-like attenuation. Again, velocity and attenuation measurements were taken to determine if ultrasound was capable of detecting changes in distributed fat level in a more tissue-like phantom.

3.5.1 Calibration

It was necessary to calibrate the phantom to account for the effect on velocity of coupling through the walls of the Perspex box. Each wall is 5mm thick. Therefore, the walls add an additional 10mm of Perspex to the total
ultrasound path. As mentioned earlier, the speed of sound through Perspex is approximately 2690 ms\(^{-1}\). This should cause the measured speed of sound to rise, as the velocity of the liquids under investigation all have much lower velocities. An experiment was conducted using only distilled degassed water inside the box at a temperature of 22°C. The expected velocity through distilled degassed water alone at 22°C is 1488.18 ms\(^{-1}\). Twenty readings were taken. The expected velocity through the box and water at that temperature was calculated to be 1530.73 ms\(^{-1}\) using Equation 3.3. The mean measured velocity was 1531.21 ±1.00 ms\(^{-1}\). This showed that the velocity increase due to the Perspex interfaces alone would be approximately 43 ms\(^{-1}\).

The velocity decrease due to the addition of the foam block was also investigated. The literature [52] states only that the velocity drop due to the foam is approximately 0.1%. In this experiment, 0.1% is approximately 1.53 ms\(^{-1}\). When the foam was inserted into the water, a velocity drop was indeed recorded. Again, twenty readings of the velocity were taken. The mean velocity dropped to 1529.63 ±0.30 ms\(^{-1}\). This is a drop of approximately 1.58 ms\(^{-1}\).

Therefore, the total velocity increase in the milk-cream mixtures due to the foam and Perspex was expected to be approximately 41 ms\(^{-1}\). Thus, in the experiment described below, the velocity increase due to these materials was subtracted from the measured velocity to yield the velocity though the
milk/cream mixtures alone.

### 3.5.2 Milk/Cream Mixtures

As in Section 3.4, the velocity of the milk-cream mixture was measured at eleven different concentrations: 0% to 50% cream, or 0.1% to approximately 24% fat, in 5% cream increments. All measurements were taken at a temperature of 10°C. The foam block was inserted into the mixtures to provide a tissue-like structure for the ultrasound to travel through and to provide tissue-like attenuation. The results are shown in Figure 3.10.

![Figure 3.10: Speed of sound versus concentration of 48% fat cream in 0.1% fat milk inside a reticulated foam structure.](image)

These results are very similar to those in Section 3.4. The velocity through milk alone was measured as approximately 1480 ms⁻¹ in both experiments.
However, the velocity only increases by approximately $2\text{ms}^{-1}$ per 5% increase in cream concentration. This is in contrast to an approximately $3\text{ms}^{-1}$ increase in overall velocity with the same increase in cream concentration observed in Figure 3.8. This change can possibly be explained by the fact that the foam phantom includes two Perspex interfaces as well as the block of foam. The overall elasticity of the system has decreased from the phantom used in Section 3.4. Therefore, a change in fat level will have less of an effect on overall velocity than it had in the previous section.

Figure 3.11: Attenuation versus concentration of cream. Dots are experimental data. The curve is a best-fit.

Figure 3.11 illustrates that the attenuation recorded using this phantom was similar in its increase to that in which there was no foam structure. However, the range of attenuation seen with the foam in place is much smaller.
The foam has imposed an attenuation value of approximately 1dB cm\(^{-1}\). The Perspex interfaces can be expected to contribute to the measured attenuation as well. However, these attenuation values are consistent with the attenuation reported by Lerski using Bulpren S20 foam at 2.25MHz [52]. More important is the fact that the ultrasound system was capable of measuring changes in both velocity and attenuation caused by increases in fat concentration in this distributed fat system.

3.6 Conclusion

This chapter has demonstrated three things which are important if one is to make accurate measurements of salmon muscle tissue. First, the measurement system could be calibrated to a maximum error of approximately ±1.5ms\(^{-1}\). This should ensure accurate measurements in all experiments using this system. Second, it was shown that measurements well away from 19°C yielded a better separation of the speeds of sound in fat and water within a dispersed fat system. Finally, it has been shown that the ultrasound system is capable of measuring the increases in velocity and attenuation which result from increased concentrations of dispersed fat.
Chapter 4

Salmon Tissue

Chapter 3 demonstrated that ultrasound was capable of detecting changes in dispersed fat concentration in milk/cream mixtures by measuring the mixture’s acoustic velocity and attenuation. It was possible to predict the amount of fat in the mixture to within approximately ±1.5%. This chapter investigates whether ultrasound can be used to distinguish between fat levels in Atlantic salmon muscle tissue to a similar degree of accuracy. Sigfusson has shown that it is possible to use ultrasound to predict the fat level of Atlantic mackerel and North Atlantic albacore to approximately ±2% [43, 28]. It has also been shown that the acoustic velocity and attenuation through whitefish muscle tissue will change with a change in fat level [21]. Whitefish belong to the salmonidae family of fishes and thus have a very similar muscle structure to that of salmon [70].
To interpret the changes in velocity and attenuation due to changes of fat content within the muscle, it is necessary to understand some basic salmon anatomy. The amount of intramuscular fat in salmon muscle tissue varies along the length of the fish [9]. The fat content in certain regions of the salmon is more representative of the overall fat content of the fish than is the fat content in other regions. The quantity of intramuscular bones also varies across the width of the fish. Therefore, it was important to cut samples from a region of the salmon in which there were no bones and the fat content of the tissue represented well the overall fat content of the fish. It was also important to know what types of tissues the ultrasound beam would travel through within each sample. Salmon muscle is not homogenous and contains tendon structures whose acoustic velocity could possibly alter the overall measured velocity through the sample.

In order to measure velocity and attenuation, it was necessary to measure the thickness of each sample. Therefore, a rig was constructed to measure the thickness of the sample at the same moment the time of flight and attenuation through it were measured. It was soon discovered that the rig contained errors in distance measurement. Therefore, several experiments were conducted to calibrate the rig. This yielded correction factors which were then added to the calculation of velocity in software.

Freese and Makow’s study of the ultrasonic properties of whitefish [21]
found that compressing the sample by approximately 10% ensured good coupling between the transducers and the samples. It also found that submerging the sample in water of a known temperature was the easiest way of controlling the temperature of the sample. Both of these techniques were used here. In the experiments described below, the rig was partially submerged in a tub of water. The level of the water ensured that the sample was completely submerged, while the metal micrometer used to measure the thickness of the sample was not in contact with the water. This prevented rust. The tub was then placed in a cooling chamber to regulate the temperature of the water. Measurements of velocity were taken over a twenty minute period, as the temperature of the sample dropped to the temperature of the water.

An experiment was conducted to confirm that 10°C was an appropriate temperature at which to conduct tissue measurements. The intersection temperature between distilled degassed water and fish oil was determined so that an appropriate temperature at which to conduct further experiments could be found. An experiment was also conducted to ensure that results on a single sample were repeatable to within ±1ms⁻¹. Ten Unilever samples were measured ten times each and the standard deviation in the measurements of each sample was calculated.

Attenuation and velocity measurements were made on 50 different samples. Twenty-five contained approximately 8% ±3% fat and were supplied
by Unilever PLC. The other 25 contained approximately 11% ±3% fat and were supplied by Tesco PLC. Chemical fat extraction was performed on a further 12 samples to more-closely determine the relationship between acoustic velocity and the fat content of the samples.

4.1 Acoustic Properties of Tissue

Many of the acoustic properties of tissue are the same as the acoustic properties of liquids described in Section 3.1. One important difference though is that in isotropic solids both longitudinal waves and shear waves can be propagated [55]. A longitudinal wave is a wave in which the oscillating particles in the medium are displaced parallel to the direction of motion. The longitudinal wave velocity through a solid is given by

$$c_L = \sqrt{\frac{B + \frac{4}{3}G}{\rho}} = \sqrt{\frac{E(1-\nu)}{\rho(1-2\nu)(1+\nu)}}$$  \hspace{1cm} (4.1)

where $B$ is the bulk modulus, $G$ is the shear modulus, $\rho$ is the density, $E$ is Young’s modulus and $\nu$ is Poisson’s ratio. Typical values for the bulk and shear moduli in salmonid muscle tissue are not currently available in the literature.

A shear wave is one in which the particles in the medium are displaced in a direction perpendicular to the motion of the wave. The shear waves created in liquids and gases using low-intensity ultrasound are so small as
to be negligible due to the lack of strong three-dimensional intermolecular coupling forces within the medium. It is this lack of coupling forces which enable liquids and gases to flow [23]. The shear wave velocity through a solid is given by

\[ c_s = \sqrt{\frac{G}{\rho}} = \sqrt{\frac{E}{2\rho(1 + \nu)}} \]  

(4.2)

Attenuation in tissues follows the same equations described in Section 2.3. However, attenuation in tissue will be caused by scattering as well as absorption. Scattering occurs when the beam encounters an interface bounded by materials having different acoustic impedances [26]. Most biological material is inhomogeneous. Different tissues have different acoustic impedances and all consist of a meshwork of blood vessels, fibres, connective tissues and different types of cells. Therefore, all tissues are composed of a myriad of reflecting surfaces. If the dimensions of a reflector are smaller than the wavelength of the beam, then the reflector acts as a point source and re-radiates a portion of the energy of the ultrasound beam in all directions [23]. Reflectors which are larger than the wavelength of the beam are usually major internal structures or organs. In this case the amplitude of the backscatter is small, except when the angle of incidence is normal or near-normal [26]. It is difficult to separate the contribution from scattering and the contribution from absorption in the overall attenuation measured. However, the results
from the previous chapter indicate that as the concentration of fat dispersed within a material increases, the overall attenuation through that material increases due to increased scattering of the ultrasound beam by the dispersed fat globules.

All of the salmon muscle tissue samples used in experiments described in this chapter were frozen during shipment and storage. They were left to thaw for approximately three hours before each experiment. It has been shown that the velocity through whitefish, increased by approximately 8% when it was frozen once and then thawed. Similarly, attenuation through the whitefish increased by approximately 2% [21]. This is due to changes in composition when water is lost due to “drip” after freezing and during thawing [71]. The velocity increases because there is a higher concentration of fat and protein in the tissue than there was before the water was lost through drip.

4.2 Target Area for Sample Extraction

For ease of measurement and increased accuracy of results, it was necessary to extract muscle tissue samples from a section of the salmon in which the muscle tissue both represented the overall fat content of the fish and contained the fewest intramuscular bones.
Salmon belong to the taxonomic branch of fish called “teleosts”. Figure 4.1 shows the general anatomy of a teleost [72].

Figure 4.1: General anatomy of a teleost.

At the bottom of the salmon is a thick layer of fat. This is the fish’s extramuscular fat. Above this is the body cavity containing the fish’s internal organs, including the swim bladder. A swim bladder is an air-filled sack which enables a fish to alter its depth in water as it swims by altering the amount of air trapped in it. There is very little actual muscle tissue in this area below the spine. There is only a thin layer of muscle between the body cavity and the dermis on each side of the fish. The bottom half of the fish is therefore an inappropriate place from which to take muscle tissue samples.

A possible target area is the rear of the fish, behind the anal fin. Here the muscles are much more compact, as the muscles fibres and connective tissues
come to a head in this area. However, the fat content of these leaner muscles is much lower than elsewhere on the fish. The fat content of the muscles here does not represent overall fat concentrations as well as those muscle tissues found in centre of the fish, above the spine [9].

Therefore, muscle located between the dorsal fin and the spine was investigated as a possible area from which to take samples. Between the dorsal fin and the spine, there is only bone, muscle and connective tissue. The advantage of taking tissue samples from the area between the dorsal fin and the spine is that the fat content of the muscle tissue in this area is more representative of the overall fat level of the fish [9].

Figure 4.2: Skeletal structure of a teleost.

Figure 4.2 shows the skeletal structure of a teleost [72]. It would appear to suggest that tissue samples taken from anywhere on the fish would unavoidably contain bones as well. However, Figure 4.3 shows that this is not true.
Figure 4.3 shows that there is an area on each side of the median dorsal skeletogenous septum which contains only muscle tissue [70]. The figure does not show that there are small intramuscular bones up to approximately the level of the spine. However, above this there is only muscle. Therefore, the tissue samples measured in following sections are cuts from this area between the dorsal fin and the spine and between the median dorsal skeletogenous septum and the dermis of the fish.

The tissue samples themselves were obtained from Unilever PLC and Tesco PLC. The Unilever samples contained approximately 8% ± 3% fat and were cut into cubes by the company itself. The Tesco samples contained approximately 11% ± 3% fat and were obtained from a local supermarket.
The estimates of fat content were arrived at by performing destructive chemical analysis on muscle tissue from the same area from which the samples used here were extracted. The chemical tests were performed by the companies themselves. In the case of the Tesco samples, this estimate of fat content was printed onto the packaging into which the fish was wrapped. All samples were frozen during shipment then thawed for three hours before each experiment. This was enough time for the sample to reach room temperature. Room temperature was approximately 22°C.

4.3 Muscle Tissue Structure

It was important to understand the structure through which the ultrasound travelled. This section describes the different types of salmon muscle tissue as well as the function of the myosepta in binding the muscles together. It also describes the quantities of fat, water and protein present in typical salmon muscle and reports an equation to predict the quantities of these components within a single tissue sample.

4.3.1 Types of Muscle Tissue

Salmon muscle can be classified as either “red” or “white”. The red muscle is used for everyday swimming and slow propulsion through the water. Figure
4.4 shows that the red muscle layers are very thin and are located just under the dermis [73]. The rest of the muscle in the salmon is white muscle. White muscle is used for rapid high-energy movements, such as jumping up stream or escaping from predators [74].

Although it is called "white", white muscle in salmon is actually dark pink in colour. The quantities of the pink pigment astaxanthin present in salmon muscle is a function of an individual fish's diet [75]. Many commercial fish farms feed their fish diets high in prawns and other pigment-enhancing foods. The natural astaxanthin in the prawns, for example, deepens the white muscle's pink colour. This, in turn, increases the fish's marketability. If a fish were to be fed on only bugs, for example, this white muscle would
indeed be white [74].

The fat content of red muscle tends to be much higher than that of white muscle. This is dependent on how active the fish was during its life. The layer of red muscle is so thin though, that it does not make much difference to the overall fat content of the fish. A typical red muscle layer is less than 3mm thick. It comprises less than 10% of the overall mass of the fish [74]. In experiments described in this chapter, only white salmon muscle was used.

4.3.2 Myosepta

The muscle itself consists of bundles of muscle fibres which are held together by connective tissue called “myosepta”. The myosepta can be seen in cross-section as a distinctive pattern of curved white streaks or circles amongst the dark pink muscle. Figure 4.5 shows the overlapping meshwork of myosepta onto which the muscle fibres attach [76].
As a consequence of this meshwork, the myosepta are like loosely woven pieces of cloth which can be deformed but not elongated. In salmon, the myosepta are stiffened by ribs and by smaller intramuscular bones to limit this deformation [76]. These stiffening elements act to permit only lateral movements when the myosepta contract. They also serve to reduce the general flexibility of the body.

Figure 4.5: Myosepta structure in teleosts.
In Figure 4.6, the image on the right shows a single myoseptum. The image on the left shows salmon muscle tissue without myosepta. Both of these pictures were taken using an Olympus BX60M scanning optical microscope\(^1\). The myosepta consist of approximately 82% collagen and approximately 18% elastin [77]. However, the right side of Figure 4.6 shows that myosepta are also surrounded by numerous fat globules. These are clearly visible all along its length. Myosepta are the main intramuscular fat depositories in salmon, containing up to 40% of the fat in the muscle [78].

\(^1\)This microscope was made available by the Oxford University Scanning Optical Microscopy Group.
4.3.3 Tissue Constituents

As mentioned earlier, the muscle fibres contain proteins (15%-30%), fat in the form of lipids (5%-25%), water (50%-80%) and ash. The term “ash” encompasses all of the non-flammable trace minerals which typically make up between 0.5% and 1% of the total muscle mass. These minerals include calcium, magnesium and various salts.

Katikou [9] found the following empirical relationship between lipid content and water content within salmon muscle tissue.

\[
\text{water} \text{ percentage} = -0.78 \cdot \text{lipid percentage} + 75.23
\]  

(4.3)

For a group of farmed salmon raised and fed under similar conditions, the above equation will hold to within ±1% water [9]. For such a group, protein levels remain relatively stable, changing only two to three percent overall. This suggests that one need only measure either water level or fat level to know the approximate percentages of all three major constituents of salmon muscle tissue.

4.4 Methods and Materials

In order to measure the speed of sound through a solid, one must be able to measure its thickness as well as the time it takes for the ultrasound to pass
through it. A thickness measurement is also necessary for attenuation measurements. Therefore, a rig was constructed that would allow the thickness of a sample and the time delay through it to be measured at the same time.

As mentioned in Chapter 3, none of the samples was thicker than 25mm. Figure 4.7 shows a diagram of a linear micropositioning stage that formed the core of the tissue measurement rig [79]. The platform on the stage was able to move a maximum of 25mm from its zero position. The exact distance moved was controlled by a micrometer to within ±0.01mm.

![Figure 4.7: Linear micropositioning stage. Units are millimetres.](image)

Assuming an average speed of sound through salmon muscle tissue of approximately 1540ms⁻¹, an error of ±0.01mm in distance measurement can lead to an error of approximately ±0.06% in velocity measurement. This is
equivalent to approximately ±0.9 ms⁻¹.

A Perspex cube measuring 46 mm in all dimensions was cut. A hole was drilled through it so that it could hold one of the transducers. Another hole, perpendicular to the first, was drilled so that the transducer could be secured using a plastic screw. The cube was then fastened onto the platform of the micropositioning stage. A Perspex frame was built to hold both the micropositioning stage and the other transducer. The other transducer was also secured using a plastic screw. The frame was constructed so that both transducers would be aligned in three dimensions. The transducers were sealed in place using silicone sealant. The completed rig is shown below.

Figure 4.8: The tissue measurement rig.

Figure 4.8 shows the completed rig with major components labelled. “A”
is the micrometer. “B” is the linear micropositioning stage. “C” is the Perspex cube fastened to the stage. It holds one transducer. “D” is the Perspex block holding the other transducer. The tissue samples sat on the Perspex surface between “C” and “D.”

It was necessary to ensure good coupling between the transducers and the samples. Because the samples were malleable and did not have completely straight edges, the following method was used. A thin layer of ultrasound gel was first applied to the surface of both transducers. The rig was then tilted upwards so that a sample could rest on top of the transducer which was fixed in block “D.” The transducer attached to the linear positioning stage was brought closer to the sample until it touched the sample, at which point a signal would appear for the first time on the oscilloscope screen. This distance between transducers was taken to be the uncompressed thickness of the sample.

Freese and Makow [21] observed that compressing samples of whitefish up to 30% improved coupling and lowered the measured velocity by only 0.5%. In their published experiments, they chose to compress the samples by approximately 10%. That technique has been used here as well. All tissue samples used in the experiments described in this chapter were compressed by approximately 10% from their uncompressed thicknesses. This compression also minimised the likelihood of air bubbles being trapped between the
transducer face and the sample. It was assumed that the rig exerted approximately the same amount of pressure on each sample.

A calibration experiment was performed to detect any distance measurement or transducer alignment errors that may have existed in the system. If no errors existed, then a measurement of the speed of sound through distilled degassed water at one temperature should render the same speed for any distance between transducers. Recall that in a previous chapter, a time offset of +531.5ns was incorporated into the calculation of the speed of sound to correct for the inability to measure the distances between the transducer elements and the transducer faces. This experiment aimed to detect any further distance error caused by the rig.

The experiment was conducted at approximately 19°C. The expected speed of sound through water at this temperature is 1479.23ms⁻¹ [38]. As in previous experiments, the water was degassed using the ultrasonic cleaning bath. The results are shown in Figure 4.9.
Figure 4.9 shows that there is obviously an error in the system. The largest source of potential error was the discrepancy between the distance that the micrometer read and the actual distance between transducers. This was corrected through a series of measurements using a digital distance gauge. The gauge, which incorporated a microscope, was accurate to within ±5 microns\(^2\). Twenty-five measurements were recorded in one-millimetre increments and compared to the distance reading on the micrometer.

Two errors were discovered. The first was a constant distance offset of +0.375mm. The other was a proportional error of +0.060mm per 25mm travelled by the micrometer shaft. Both of these corrections were then applied.

\(^2\)This gauge was made available by the Oxford University Engineering Workshops.
to the data set to yield the results below.

Figure 4.10: Speed of sound versus distance between transducers. This data has been corrected for distance measurement errors.

Figure 4.10 shows the data once the distance corrections were applied. The data deviated only ±0.66 ms<sup>-1</sup> from the mean value of 1478.70 ms<sup>-1</sup>. This is within ±1 ms<sup>-1</sup> of the expected value of 1479.23 ms<sup>-1</sup>.

To maintain the samples at a constant temperature, the rig was placed into a plastic tub as shown in Figure 4.11. The tub was then filled with distilled degassed water up to a level just below the level of the micropositioning stage but above the level of the transducers. This prevented rust on the micropositioning stage but ensured that the transducers and tissue sample were submerged.
The plastic tub was then placed in a cooling chamber. The velocity through the sample was recorded when the sample reached the target temperature. Section 4.5 explains why 10°C was a good temperature at which to take velocity measurements through salmon muscle tissue. It was assumed that the tissue sample had reached the temperature of the surrounding water, i.e., 10°C, when the measured velocity through it stopped decreasing. The temperature of the water was measured using the same digital thermometer described in the previous chapter.
Figure 4.12: Speed of sound versus time for eight tissue samples. The dots represent data for samples containing approximately 11% fat. The circles represent data for samples containing approximately 8% fat.

Figure 4.12 shows that it took approximately 20 minutes for tissue samples to reach the temperature of the water from room temperature. The dots represent data from four representative Tesco samples, containing approximately 11% fat. The circles represent data from four representative Unilever samples, containing approximately 8% fat. The velocity through all samples measured in this chapter was recorded at one-minute intervals over a forty-minute period.
Figure 4.13: Mean velocity versus time results for 50 samples. Mean velocity of Unilever samples is represented by circles. Mean velocity of Tesco samples is represented by dots.

Figure 4.13 shows the mean velocity recorded for each group of 25 as the samples acclimatised to the temperature of the water. The velocity of each sample had stopped falling after approximately 20 minutes. Results presented in Section 4.6 are the velocities and attenuations measured at 10°C, after the sample had been immersed for 20 minutes.

4.5 Measurement Temperature

As in Chapter 3, it was important to determine the intersection temperature of the speed of sound in water and the speed of sound in fish oil before taking measurements of the speed of sound through fish tissue itself. Here
too, it is important to realise that it has been shown that the solid/liquid fat ratio in adipose tissue changes with temperature and affects the ultrasonic velocity through the tissue [32]. The solid fat content is expected to be low at approximately 20°C, but to increase rapidly as the temperature of the tissue drops below 10°C. At 10°C, all of the saturated fat and much of the monounsaturated fat is expected to be solid. At 20°C, all of the monounsaturated fat is expected to be liquid, as will be some of the saturated fat [32, 69].

Ghaedian [34] found the intersection temperature to be approximately 18°C. However, in his experiments, fish oil was not used. Sunflower oil was used instead. Several studies have found the speed of sound through sunflower oil to be approximately 1470.40ms⁻¹ at 20°C [39]. Salmon oil is not commercially available, but cod liver oil is. From knowledge of the fatty acid composition of cod liver oil and salmon oil, it is possible to calculate the speed of sound through them as 1479ms⁻¹ ±1ms⁻¹ and 1486ms⁻¹ ±1ms⁻¹ respectively at 20°C. The reason that the velocity through cod liver oil is closer to the velocity of salmon oil than is the velocity of sunflower oil is apparent from Appendix C. It shows that the fatty acid composition of cod liver oil is closer to that of salmon oil than is sunflower oil. Since the fatty acid composition of cod liver oil is closer to that of salmon oil, cod liver oil was used here to determine the intersection temperature. Distilled degassed
water and the Perspex measurement cell described in Chapter 3 were used in this experiment as well.

Figure 4.14: Speed of sound through cod liver oil and pure water versus temperature. The diamonds represent cod liver oil data. The dots represent data for pure water.

Figure 4.14 shows that the temperature at which the curves intersect is approximately 19°C. Therefore, it was necessary to take ultrasound measurements in salmon tissue well away from this critical temperature. Raising the temperature to 35°C or 40°C presented difficulties in terms of available hardware. However, the cooling chamber used in several experiments in the previous chapter was already available. Therefore, tissue measurements in the next section were taken at approximately 10°C. At this temperature, there is a separation of approximately 60ms⁻¹ between the speed of sound in
these two media.

From the results presented above, it can also be seen that the speed of sound through the cod liver oil was measured as 1472.39 ms$^{-1}$ at 20°C. The discrepancy between this measured value and the calculated value is most likely due to slight differences in composition between a commercially available edible oil and a theoretically pure combination of fatty acids. Still, this velocity is closer to that of salmon oil than is the empirically-measured velocity of sunflower oil. Therefore, cod liver oil will still provide a more accurate idea of the intersection temperature than will sunflower oil.

4.6 Tissue Measurements

This section describes further experiments conducted on salmon muscle tissue. Velocity and attenuation measurements were taken to determine if ultrasound was capable of detecting changes in distributed fat level within the tissue and how accurately such determinations could be made.

4.6.1 Sample Orientation

Forty percent of the fat in salmon muscle tissue is contained in the myosepta. Therefore, the amount of myosepta in the ultrasound path can affect the measured velocity through the sample. To ensure that the same approx-
imate myosepta pattern was encountered in all ultrasound measurements, the system of axes in Figure 4.15 was adopted.

![System of axes applied to fish samples.](image)

Figure 4.15: System of axes applied to fish samples.

All ultrasound measurements described in this chapter were made in the x-direction, as it is defined in Figure 4.15. Since all samples came from the area of the fish between the dorsal fin and the spine, and since all of the samples were cut from commercially farmed salmon, the thickness of the myosepta in each sample was approximately the same. It was approximately 2.0mm to approximately 2.5mm. A further investigation into the effect that myosepta orientation has on measured velocity was modelled in the next chapter.

### 4.6.2 Repeatability

Before a large number of samples of different fat contents were measured, it was important to ensure that velocity measurements could be made repeatedly on a single sample with an error no greater than ±1ms$^{-1}$. Velocity
measurements were made on 10 Unilever samples. Each sample was measured 10 times. Each time, one transducer was removed from contact with the sample and then replaced before the next measurement was taken. This was experimentally easier than shifting the sample each time. All measurements were taken at 10°C. Table 4.1 shows these results. Each velocity value is a mean of 10.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Mean c</th>
<th>Standard Deviation</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1583.63ms⁻¹</td>
<td>±0.65ms⁻¹</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1574.61ms⁻¹</td>
<td>±0.85ms⁻¹</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1571.19ms⁻¹</td>
<td>±0.26ms⁻¹</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1566.64ms⁻¹</td>
<td>±0.52ms⁻¹</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1575.82ms⁻¹</td>
<td>±0.86ms⁻¹</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1589.83ms⁻¹</td>
<td>±0.83ms⁻¹</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1571.18ms⁻¹</td>
<td>±0.90ms⁻¹</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1573.15ms⁻¹</td>
<td>±0.99ms⁻¹</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1567.18ms⁻¹</td>
<td>±0.51ms⁻¹</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1568.23ms⁻¹</td>
<td>±0.34ms⁻¹</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 4.1: Mean repeatability results for fish tissue samples.

Table 4.1 shows that for each sample the standard deviation was less than ±1ms⁻¹ over ten measurements. Therefore, it is reasonable to assume that the velocity measurements taken on tissue with this system did not deviate by more than ±1ms⁻¹ within one sample.
4.6.3 Salmon Samples

Velocity and attenuation measurements were made on 50 samples of salmon muscle tissue. Twenty-five of the samples were from those supplied by Unilever. The other 25 samples were from those supplied by Tesco. All measurements were taken at 10°C. The results are shown in the figure below.

Figure 4.16: Speed of sound versus sample thickness. The circles represent data from Unilever samples. The dots represent data from Tesco samples.

Figure 4.16 shows the speeds of sound recorded for all 50 samples. The circles represent Unilever samples. The dots represent Tesco samples. These results are summarised in Table 4.2. All velocity values are means of 25.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Source</th>
<th>%Fat</th>
<th>Mean c</th>
<th>Standard Deviation</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Unilever</td>
<td>8% ± 3%</td>
<td>1578.87ms⁻¹</td>
<td>±5.48ms⁻¹</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tesco</td>
<td>11% ± 3%</td>
<td>1568.48ms⁻¹</td>
<td>±4.23ms⁻¹</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 4.2: Variation of velocity with fat content.
The results in Table 4.2 show that there is an approximately $3.5 \text{ms}^{-1}$ decrease in velocity with a 1% increase in fat content. This decrease is counter to what was predicted by the milk/cream foam phantom at 10°C. Freese and Makow [21] noted a decrease in velocity with an increase of fat in whitefish over a temperature range from 8°C to 35°C. For muscle tissue, there seems to be no mention in the literature of a “critical temperature” such as that observed for liquids in Section 3.4.1 and Section 4.5. Moreover, if a critical temperature for fish tissue existed between 10°C and 25°C, then the two curves shown in Figure 4.13 should have intersected at some point as the temperature of the samples decreased. No such intersection is seen. This leads to the conclusion that there is no critical temperature between 10°C and 25°C at which the velocities of salmon muscle tissue intersect regardless of fat content. This could be due to structural differences between the liquid and tissue media. This could also be due to changes in the solid/liquid fat ratio with changes in temperature. The variation may also be due to natural variations in fat content in the tissue medium.

The velocity data for both fat levels in Table 4.2 showed large deviations in velocity from their mean. This could in part be due to the natural variation in muscle tissues even between fish raised under similar conditions. It could, as well, be attributed to different quantities of myosepta in the ultrasound path. Whatever the case, these results suggest that there was not
the necessary resolution to distinguish between 1% fat levels in fish tissue using transmission ultrasound at a single temperature. However, it may be possible to perhaps distinguish between “low fat”, “medium fat” and “high fat” salmon. In such a case, the fat range can be split into three divisions. Low fat salmon would be those salmon containing between 0% and 8% intramuscular fat and high fat salmon would be those containing more than 16% fat. Typically, intramuscular fat in salmon does not exceed 25% [17].

Table 4.3 shows the measured attenuation for the same 50 samples. All attenuation values are means of 25.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Source</th>
<th>%Fat</th>
<th>Mean $\alpha$</th>
<th>Standard Deviation</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Unilever</td>
<td>8% ± 3%</td>
<td>4.11dB cm$^{-1}$</td>
<td>0.29dB cm$^{-1}$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tesco</td>
<td>11% ± 3%</td>
<td>3.42dB cm$^{-1}$</td>
<td>0.60dB cm$^{-1}$</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 4.3: Variation of attenuation with fat content.

Table 4.3 shows that the mean attenuation decreased with increasing fat content. This is the opposite of what had been predicted from the milk/cream phantom. However, the trend in this data is the same as that in published attenuation data for whitefish with similar fat levels [21]. Here too though, the size of the deviations suggest that one cannot distinguish between 1% fat levels by attenuation measurements alone. Yet, there may be good enough resolution in these measurements to classify the tissue under examination as either low fat, medium fat or high fat.

Additionally, there may be contact loss between the transducers and the
sample. The attenuation calculation assumes the relationship shown in Equation 2.13. This equation does not account for contact loss. Compressing the sample should have decreased the amount of contact loss, but not eliminated it. As a result, these attenuation results may be artificially high.

4.6.4 Comparison to Chemical Analysis

Chemical analysis was performed on twelve samples. This was done in order to more-clearly determine the relationship between acoustic velocity and the fat content of the salmon muscle samples. Six of the samples used were from those supplied by Unilever. The other six were from those supplied by Tesco. The analysis was performed by Campden & Chorleywood Food Research Association (CCFRA) Technology Limited of Chipping Campden, UK. The Werner Schmid method was used to determine fat levels. As described in Section 1.1, this method involves the use of chemical solvents to extract both polar and nonpolar lipids from the entire sample. Figure 4.17 shows the results.
Figure 4.17: Speed of sound versus fat content at 10°C. The line is a best-fit.

Figure 4.17 shows that there is a trend of decreasing speed of sound with an increase in fat level ($r=-0.73$, $n=12$). The mean error in fat measurement using the Werner Schmid method is approximately $\pm 0.6\%$ fat$^3$.

Again, there is not sufficient uniformity in the results to attempt to predict fat content to within 1% fat. However, as suggested in the previous section, it may be possible to place the data into three groups according to fat content. It may be possible to define the following groupings.

$^3$Quality control information supplied by CCFRA.
Table 4.4: Three fat categories for salmon muscle tissue.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Fat</th>
<th>Velocity</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Low Fat 0%-8%</td>
<td>≥1575ms⁻¹</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Medium Fat 8%-16%</td>
<td>1555ms⁻¹-1575ms⁻¹</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>High Fat ≥16%</td>
<td>≤1555ms⁻¹</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Ten of the twelve data points fit to these parameters. The mean velocity data presented in Table 4.2 also fits into these groups. Analysis using t-tests shows that there is a statistically significant difference ($p=0.015$, $\alpha=0.05$) between the mean of the data which fits into the Low Fat group and that of the Medium Fat group. However, there is not a statistically significant difference ($p=0.070$, $\alpha=0.05$) between the mean of the data in the Medium Fat group and that of the High Fat group. The most-reasonable conclusion to draw from this is that many more samples need to be tested before strong differences between these, or other, groupings may appear.

Had sufficient funds existed, chemical analysis would have been performed on a larger number of samples. This is a focus for future work. Here again, the structure of the tissue, the myosepta size and orientation in particular, may be a factor affecting velocity, as two of the points do not lay near the best fit line or within these groups. The affect that myosepta orientation and thickness have on velocity is modelled in the next chapter.
Figure 4.18: Attenuation versus fat content at 10°C.

Figure 4.18 shows the measured attenuation for the twelve samples. A decrease in attenuation with fat content similar to that found in the previous section was expected. However, Figure 4.18 shows that the attenuation measured here has little correlation to the fat level of the sample. Again, a larger sampling group may yet yield this dependence. From this attenuation data, it is not possible to classify the samples according to fat content at all. Here, too, contact loss may be a factor.
4.7 Conclusion

This chapter has shown that the salmon muscle tissue samples used here came from a section of the fish which represented the overall fat content of the fish and contained the fewest intramuscular bones. It has also been shown that it was possible to take velocity measurements on a single sample with an accuracy of approximately $\pm 1 \text{ms}^{-1}$. This level of repeatability was important if one was to measure the fat content using velocity measurements. The orientation of each sample was approximately the same in order to have the beam pass through approximately the same myosepta orientation in each sample.

A decrease in both attenuation and velocity were measured as the fat content of the samples increased. However, there was not sufficient resolution using this technique to distinguish between 1% fat levels. It was possible to group the samples into three divisions (high fat, medium fat and low fat) based solely on ultrasound velocity measurements at a single temperature.
Chapter 5

Salmon Tissue Model

The term “mathematical model” can be applied to any set of mathematical equations which is thought to represent another entity, be it physical phenomena, a concept, etc. [80]. This chapter describes a mathematical model which was developed to study the effects of changes in fat content, myoseptum size and myosepta configuration on the speed of sound through a salmon sample. Modelling attenuation was not attempted. Given the biological variation between salmon samples, it was hoped that output from the model would provide an idea of the magnitude of variation in velocity one would expect over a range of samples.

There are several methods and programmes for modelling the propagation of ultrasound through soft tissue. A popular programme for modelling ultrasound propagation in tissue is Field II. It was developed by J.A. Jensen of the
Technical University of Denmark. The main application of this programme is to simulate the image of an ultrasound scanner [81]. The programme runs on top of Matlab and is written in the Matlab programming language. It splits the transducer face into rectangles and a far-field approximation is calculated for each rectangle. The object under examination is created by the user by placing point scatterers at different distances from the transducer and setting various properties of those scatterers [82]. While useful in some situations, Field II is not appropriate here. Just as with ultrasound scanners, Field II assumes a tissue velocity of 1540ms\(^{-1}\). Within the programme, it is not possible to set the speed of sound through different materials. This is a necessity if one is to investigate velocity changes due to changes in the tissue constituents or myosepta size.

A more suitable package is Wave2000. It is a commercially available programme for modelling the propagation of ultrasound in two dimensions. It was developed by CyberLogic Incorporated of New York City, USA [83]. It has been used in previous studies to simulate ultrasound in bone and soft tissues. It operates by solving the two-dimensional elastic wave equation by the finite difference method. Its user interface allows one to graphically create an object for sonification, assign physical properties to that object and place transmitters and receivers at any location around the object. However, purchase of this product was not financially viable. Therefore, a less expensive
alternative was sought.

Since attenuation was not being modelled, it was sufficient to model the path of the wavefront through the sample and the speed of sound through each medium it encountered. A rapid and inexpensive method that would yield the required information is ray tracing. In a ray tracing model, waves are treated as bundles of rays which propagate undeviated until they interact with inhomogeneities within a medium or interfaces between media [84]. Ray theory has been used in the study of wave propagation in isotropic homogeneous and inhomogeneous materials [85, 84, 86]. The Matlab programming language was used to create a two-dimensional ray tracing model. The full Matlab code listing for this model can be found in Appendix D.

5.1 Model Geometry and Methods

With this model, one hoped to understand the variation in velocity caused by changes in fat content, myoseptum thickness and myosepta configuration. All three of these parameters affect measurement repeatability between samples. Changes in velocity caused by a single myoseptum were also investigated so as to understand which myosepta have the greatest effect on measured velocity.
Consider the geometry shown in Figure 5.1. The figure represents a cross-section of one salmon sample cut from the region of interest. The dark curves represent the general shape and number of myosepta found in salmon. The dimensions of the sample being modelled is representative of the size of samples with a similar myosepta pattern. Samples taken from the other side of the spine will have a mirror-image myosepta pattern from the one shown in Figure 5.1. This other pattern was not modelled.

One can see that there are two distinct regions of myosepta. The upper half of the sample consists of myosepta in the form of three concentric half-ellipses with a thicker full ellipse inside them. The myosepta pattern in the bottom half of the sample consists largely of three concentric quarter-ellipses.
A straight myoseptum with its ends at 45-degree angles separates the top and bottom halves of the sample.

The wave travelled from left to right as the sample is shown in Figure 5.1. The wave was split into 122 separate rays. This quantity of rays was convenient from a programming standpoint. A height of 22mm means that there is an initial separation of approximately 0.18mm between rays. A transducer with an element size of 0.5 inches, or 12.7mm, was used in all of the experiments described previously. Thus, a transducer element of the same size was modelled here. An element size of 12.7mm is equivalent to between 70 and 71 rays in terms of beam width. Therefore, 71 rays were used to model the beam from this transducer. A sample thickness of 20mm means that only the Fresnel region need be modelled, as the expected Rayleigh distance for such a transducer transmitting into salmon muscle will be between approximately 52mm and 61mm.

The velocity of a single ray can be calculated from knowledge of the quantities of the different media through which the ray passes and knowledge of the speeds of sound in those media. Each medium was considered to be a homogenous mixture with a constant velocity. In this model, the velocity of a single ray is calculated from knowledge of the distance the ray travels through white muscle tissue, the distance it travels through myosepta and the speeds of sound in both of these media at a known temperature. The
mean received velocity was calculated as a mean of the velocities of 71 rays. Which rays were used was dependent on transducer position.

The thickness of myosepta in salmon is representative of the overall amount of intramuscular fat present. However, myoseptum thickness is also dependent on the growth rate of the salmon. For salmon with similar growth rates, myoseptum thickness increases as the level of overall intramuscular fat within the sample increases [87]. There is little literature relating the thickness of a myoseptum to the overall percentage of intramuscular fat. However, in this model the following relationship was found to yield reasonable results.

\[
\text{myoseptum\_thickness} = 1.8 + 0.01 \cdot \text{fat\_percentage} \quad (5.1)
\]

where \textit{myoseptum\_thickness} is in millimetres.

The muscle/myoseptum interfaces were modelled as arrays of angles such that the angle of diffraction of a ray was calculated using Snell’s Law. This allowed the geometry of the myosepta to be quickly changed if necessary. The distance between myosepta is not important. There is no difference in terms of calculated velocity if the beam travels through several myosepta, one after the other, and then through white muscle for the rest of its journey, or if the beam travels through myosepta separated by several millimetres of white muscle. Again, attenuation effects, such as scattering caused by inhomogeneity of the media, were not modelled.
5.1.1 Using Snell’s Law

Figure 5.2 illustrates a version of Snell’s Law. It shows a ray travelling from a source in Medium 1 into Medium 2.

\[
c_1 \sin \theta_1 = c_2 \sin \theta_2
\]  

(5.2)

where \( c_1 \) and \( c_2 \) are the speeds of sound in Medium 1 and Medium 2 respectively [88]. The angle at which the rays refracted when encountering a muscle/myoseptum interface was calculated using Equation 5.2.
Figure 5.3 illustrates the three behaviours of rays encountering a myoseptum.

The rays illustrated in Figure 5.3 either totally reflect and do not enter the myoseptum, refract, or pass straight through depending on the angle at which they encounter a muscle/myoseptum interface. Experimental simulations showed that rays encountering an interface at an angle of 63° or greater were completely reflected away from the interface. This is due to the velocity ratio between media at the interface. Those rays which encountered an interface at an angle greater than 63° were modelled as having not arrived at the receiver and their data was not included in the calculation of overall velocity.

From knowledge of the refraction angle, it is possible to calculate the path length of the ray within a myoseptum. Figure 5.4 shows the approximation...
In Figure 5.4, $d$ is the thickness of the myoseptum as defined by Equation 5.1, $H$ is the distance the ray travels within the myoseptum and $\theta$ is the refraction angle. $H$ is calculated from $d$ and $\theta$.

It is obvious from Figure 5.4 that the distance travelled by the ray in the myoseptum is slightly greater than the distance $H$ due to the curvature of the myoseptum. Given that a myoseptum is normally less than 3mm thick, this error in $H$ will be much smaller than a wavelength in size, assuming a 2.25MHz frequency. Its precise value will depend on the curvature of the myoseptum and on the angle $\theta$. 

Figure 5.4: Geometry for the calculation of a ray’s path length within a myoseptum.
The total distance a ray travels through the sample was defined as

\[ d_{total} = d_{\text{muscle}} + d_{\text{myosepta}} \]  (5.3)

\( d_{\text{myosepta}} \) can be found by adding together all of the resultant \( H \) terms in the ray's propagation. This should add the errors present in the \( H \) terms. However, this error should still be a fraction of a millimetre in size as there will be a maximum number of five \( H \) terms. This maximum occurs when a ray travels through all myosepta in the top half of Figure 5.1. \( d_{\text{muscle}} \) is defined as

\[ d_{\text{muscle}} = d_{\text{sample}} - n_{\text{myosepta}} \cdot \text{myoseptum\_thickness} \]  (5.4)

where \( d_{\text{sample}} \) is the thickness of the sample and \( n_{\text{myosepta}} \) is the number of myosepta the ray has passed through during its propagation. It is important to note that \( d_{\text{muscle}} \) is an approximation based on \( \text{myoseptum\_thickness} \) and as such will contain the same errors due to the curvature of the myoseptum.

From this information, Equation 3.3 was used to calculate an overall velocity for a single ray. The velocity of several rays was averaged to yield the mean velocity through a section of the sample.

### 5.1.2 Speed of Sound Through Salmon Tissue

The percentage of fat in the sample and the temperature of the sample are input by the user when the model is run. This model assumed that all samples
were at an atmospheric pressure of $10^5$ Pa, or approximately 1 atmosphere.

The speeds of sound through white muscle and myosepta were each calculated at 20°C and then temperature-corrected to the input temperature. For both myosepta and white muscle, a temperature correction of $2.3 \text{ ms}^{-1}\text{°C}^{-1}$ was used. This is the correction found for whitefish over the temperature range of 8°C to 35°C [21]. This approach was taken, because there is not literature regarding the change in the speed of sound with temperature through the elastin and collagen phases of myosepta, nor through the protein phase of white muscle nor through salmon muscle tissue as a whole. However, there was sufficient velocity data on all of the white muscle and myosepta components at approximately 20°C.

**White Muscle**

As mentioned in Section 4.1, fish muscle tissue can be considered an aqueous mixture since its bulk modulus is much larger than its shear modulus. Therefore, the speed of sound through the white muscle portion of the sample was calculated using the multi-component Equation 3.3. The speed of sound through fat in the sample at 20°C was calculated using Equation 3.9. From the percentage of fat, the percentage of water present in the sample was then calculated using Equation 4.3. The speed of sound in water at a given temperature was calculated using Equation 3.10. It was found that
results closer resembling those from real salmon samples could be achieved by adding \(35\text{ms}^{-1}\) to the result of Equation 3.10. This correction could be necessary for three reasons. Perhaps the water within tissue behaves more like salt water due to the various salts and minerals in the tissue. This term could also correct for the effects of freezing on the sample. Both salinity and freezing are known to raise the speed of sound in tissues [71, 61]. A further possible reason for the discrepancy could be the varying amount of solid fat content in real salmon tissue.

The percentage of protein in the sample is the difference of subtracting the percentage of fat and the percentage of water in the sample from 100%. Finding the speed of sound through protein was more difficult. In other studies of fish tissue, it has been the case that the speed of sound through protein was not calculated. Instead, models were based on empirical measurements of the speed of sound through a “fat phase,” generally comprising an edible oil, and the speed of sound through an “aqueous phase,” comprising water and protein [22, 34, 43, 28, 20]. The models ignored any structural effects. Suvanich [20] found that this type of model worked well for cod, flounder, mackerel and catfish. It did not work well for salmon. There was not a good correlation between his predicted velocities for salmon and his measured values.

An alternative approach is to consider the main proteins in salmon white
muscle tissue and the molecular structures of those proteins. The three major proteins in muscle tissue are actin, myosin and collagen. Each protein is made up of up to 20 different amino acids. The U.S. National Center for Biotechnology Information database [89] contains information on the primary protein sequences of all 23 proteins which exist in salmon muscle tissue. A primary protein sequence describes the structure and quantities of amino acids that make up a protein [90]. The overall amino acid composition of salmon muscle tissue has been published by R.P. Wilson [91]. Moreover, Kharakoz [40] has published data on the speed of sound at five different temperatures through 18 of the 20 amino acids which appear in salmon muscle.

However, none of this amino acid data will yield a reasonable idea of acoustic velocity through these proteins. This is because of a difference in molecular structure between amino acids and proteins. It is thought that the bonds in the short-chain amino acids will react differently to ultrasound than will the bonds in the longer-chain proteins made from the same amino acids [92]. Therefore, it would be inappropriate to use Equation 3.3 in combination with Kharakoz's data to yield acoustic velocities for proteins.

Collagen is the most abundant protein in muscle tissue. In humans, collagen constitutes approximately 25% to 30% of the total protein, and thus, about 6% of the total body weight [93]. An increase in collagen concentration has been shown to increase the speed of sound in both suspensions and in
tissue [37, 94, 95, 96]. This suggests that it has a speed of sound greater than both water and fat.

It may be possible to get an idea of the speed of sound through proteins by examining polymers with the same sorts of bonds in their molecular structures as proteins. A polymer is a material with just a few amino acids repeated in its structure. Nylon is an example of this. The speed of sound through nylon at 20°C has been found to be 1800ms⁻¹ [97]. Amides such as dimethyl formamide (DMF) may also provide an idea of the speed of sound through proteins as they also contain the same sorts of bonds in their structure as one finds in proteins [92]. In this model, a value of 1750ms⁻¹ for protein was found to yield reasonable results.

Finally, Equation 3.3 was used to combine the velocities and volume fractions of each component to yield an overall velocity through salmon white muscle tissue.

Myosepta

A myoseptum is composed primarily of collagen and elastin. The connective tissue of fish contains approximately 82% collagen and approximately 18% elastin [77]. There is no data in the literature for the speed of sound through elastin. Therefore, the myoseptum was treated as a collagen thread. Goss [98], proposed the following empirical equation for the speed of sound through
collagen threads.

\[ c = 1588 + 32 \ln C \]  \hspace{1cm} (5.5)

where \( C \) is the wet weight percentage of collagen in the tissue and \( c \) is in units of \( \text{ms}^{-1} \). This equation is for collagen threads at a temperature of 22°C. The speed of sound through a single myoseptum at this temperature was calculated to be approximately 1729.02 \( \text{ms}^{-1} \).

Figure 4.6 showed that a myoseptum is surrounded by fat. As mentioned earlier, the myosepta contain approximately 40% of the total intramuscular fat. Thus, it is assumed that there exists a higher concentration of fat in myosepta than in the white muscle which they connect. Here, the myosepta were modelled as having twice the volume fraction of fat than that of the overall volume fraction of fat in the sample. Therefore, the speed of sound in the collagen thread was combined with the speed of sound in fat using Equation 3.3 to yield an overall velocity for myosepta.

Summary of Key Assumptions and Equations

Here follows a summary of the key assumptions and equations used to calculate the speed of sound through white muscle tissue and through myosepta. Note again that the percentage of fat in the sample and the measurement temperature are input by the user.
• Atmospheric pressure was $10^5$ Pa, or approximately 1 atmosphere.

• The temperature coefficient for white muscle and myosepta was $2.3 \text{ms}^{-1}\text{°C}^{-1}$ in both cases.

• White muscle was considered a homogenous aqueous mixture. Therefore, Equation 3.3 was used to calculate the speed of sound through white muscle tissue from the speeds through its three principal components.

• The velocity through the fat component of white muscle was calculated using Equation 3.9 and corrected for temperature.

• The velocity through the water component of white muscle was calculated using Equation 3.10 and $35 \text{ms}^{-1}$ was added to the result.

• The velocity through the protein component of white muscle was assumed to be $1750 \text{ms}^{-1}$.

• The percentage of water in the sample was calculated using Equation 4.3.

• The percentage of protein in the sample was the difference of subtracting the percentage of fat and the percentage of water in the sample from 100%.
The myosepta were treated as collagen threads surrounded by fat. The percentage of fat in a myoseptum was assumed to be approximately twice as much as in white muscle.

Equation 5.5 was used to calculate the velocity through the collagen thread. The result was then temperature corrected. It was assumed that the myosepta contained 82% collagen.

The speed of sound in the collagen thread was combined with the temperature-corrected speed of sound in fat using Equation 3.3 to yield an overall velocity for myosepta.

5.2 Results

Five different situations were modelled. First, a situation which resembled the experiments described in Sections 4.6.3 and 4.6.4 was modelled at several different temperatures and fat contents. This was done to ensure that the model would yield results close to those found empirically. The variation in velocity caused by changes in myosepta configuration was then modelled. Next, the variation in velocity caused by changing myoseptum thickness was investigated. The effect on velocity of individual myosepta was investigated by modelling a sample in which only one myoseptum was present. Finally,
the additive contribution of individual myosepta was seen by starting with a myosepta-less sample and then adding myosepta into the model individually. It was hoped that these modelled situations would provide an insight into the magnitude of error one would expect given the natural variation in structure in salmon muscle tissue.

5.2.1 Temperature and Fat Profiles

In the experiments described earlier, all measurements were taken from the upper half of the salmon sample, as represented by top half of Figure 5.1. Therefore, model output for the top 71 rays should resemble data recorded from real salmon muscle. Figure 5.5 shows the model output for temperatures ranging from 5°C to 25°C in 1°C increments and fat contents ranging from 1% to 25% in 2% increments.
The data in the figure above shows two behaviours which are also seen in results from salmon tissue. The output velocity decreased with increasing fat content. In Figure 5.5, data representing 1% fat is shown at the top of the graph by a solid line with no symbols along its length. The data representing 25% fat is shown at the bottom of the graph by hexagrams. Moreover, the velocity also increased with increasing temperature. Figure 5.6 compares the model output at 10°C to the results from Section 4.6.4.

Figure 5.5: Speeds of sound versus temperature for 13 fat levels.
In Figure 5.6, the circles represent results from Section 4.6.4. The crosses and solid line represent the output from the model. Bland and Altman have shown that two data sets with a high correlation do not necessarily agree [99, 100]. Data sets which seem to be in poor agreement can produce quite high correlations. The Bland-Altman method of assessing agreement involves first plotting the difference of the data against its mean. Figure 5.7 shows this.
Figure 5.7: A Bland-Altman plot of fish and model data.

The solid line in the middle of Figure 5.7 shows the mean value of approximately 1.3 ms⁻¹. This indicates a positive bias in the measurements. It is difficult to know whether this bias is systemic or arises because the sampling group is so small. If the differences from the mean are normally distributed, 95% of differences should lie between mean+1.96·sd and mean−1.96·sd, where sd is the standard deviation [99]. In this case, the standard deviation is approximately ±9.9ms⁻¹. The lines in the top and bottom of Figure 5.7 represent these bounds. From these calculations, it is possible to conclude that output from the model may be approximately 20.7ms⁻¹ above or approximately 18.1ms⁻¹ below the experimental results.
After removing the two outlier values, it appears that the rest of the data falls between approximately $\pm 10\text{ms}^{-1}$ from the mean. However, $\pm 10\text{ms}^{-1}$ is not a small enough bound between the two measurements to enable fat content prediction more accurate than approximately $\pm 8\%$ fat. This degree of accuracy needs to be improved in order for the model to be of more use. This result may be improved by using a larger fish sampling group.

\subsection{Changing Myosepta Configuration}

In this section, the affect on velocity of different myosepta configurations encountered by the ultrasound beam was investigated by moving the transducer down the sample. The temperature of the sample was set to 10$^\circ$C. The situation being modelled is shown in Figure 5.8.
In Figure 5.8, the transmitter is represented by a black rectangle to the left of the sample. This illustrates that there are 193 possible transducer positions given the quantisation of the beam width. For example, in position 1, only the bottom ray is transmitted into the sample. In position 91, the entire 71 rays which make up the beam are transmitted into the sample. Finally in position 193, only the top ray is transmitted into the sample. Parts of the beam outside of the sample are not shown. All 193 positions were modelled. The range of fat content modelled is 1% fat to 25% fat in increments of 2% fat. However, for clarity, only the results for fat contents of 1%, 9%, 17% and 25% are presented in Figure 5.9.

Figure 5.9 shows the modelled velocity for all transducer positions at four
Figure 5.9: Speed of sound versus transducer position for fat contents of 1\% (crosses, top), 9\% (circles), 17\% (triangles), and 25\% (hexagrams, bottom).

Fat levels. One percent fat is represented by crosses at the top of the graph while 25\% fat is represented by hexagrams at the bottom of the graph. This shows that there is a variation in velocity with myosepta configuration. It also shows that this variation decreases with an increase in fat content. This is summarised in the table below.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>%fat</th>
<th>Mean (c)</th>
<th>Standard Deviation</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>1582.45ms(^{-1})</td>
<td>±3.62ms(^{-1})</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td>1565.08ms(^{-1})</td>
<td>±2.87ms(^{-1})</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>17</td>
<td>1549.05ms(^{-1})</td>
<td>±2.11ms(^{-1})</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>25</td>
<td>1534.00ms(^{-1})</td>
<td>±1.32ms(^{-1})</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 5.1: Variation of velocity with fat content over all transducer positions.

Table 5.1 shows that the standard deviation caused by changing myosepta configuration increases near-linearly as fat content decreases. For data over a
fat range such as that in Section 4.6.4, a maximum error of between approximately $\pm 1 \text{ms}^{-1}$ and approximately $\pm 4 \text{ms}^{-1}$ can be expected from changing myosepta configuration.

5.2.3 Changing Myoseptum Thickness and Myosepta Configuration

The effect of changing myoseptum thickness was investigated in this section. The temperature of the sample was set to $10^\circ\text{C}$. The fat content of the sample was set to 12.5%. This is a value in the middle of the fat range for salmon. The thickness of all myosepta was increased from 0.1mm to 2.5mm in 0.2mm increments. The results for thicknesses of 0.1mm, 0.9mm, 1.7mm and 2.5mm are shown in Figure 5.10.
Figure 5.10 shows the output velocity for all transducer positions at four myoseptum thicknesses. Model output for a thickness of 2.5mm is represented by hexagrams at the top of the graph and output for a thickness of 0.1mm is represented by crosses at the bottom of the graph. This shows that there is a variation in velocity with myoseptum thickness as well as myosepta configuration. One noticeable feature is the rise in velocity of approximately 5ms$^{-1}$ when the horizontal myoseptum is encountered at position 61. This myoseptum constitutes a complete myoseptum path through the sample. Thus, a rise in velocity should be expected where this myoseptum is encountered. It can be seen from Figure 5.10 that the prevalence of this feature to affect
overall velocity decreases as the myosepta thicken. The variation in velocity increases with an increase in myoseptum thickness. Table 5.2 summarises these results.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Myoseptum Thickness</th>
<th>Mean c</th>
<th>Standard Deviation</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>0.1mm</td>
<td>1529.44ms$^{-1}$</td>
<td>±2.16ms$^{-1}$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.9mm</td>
<td>1541.98ms$^{-1}$</td>
<td>±2.21ms$^{-1}$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1.7mm</td>
<td>1553.89ms$^{-1}$</td>
<td>±2.55ms$^{-1}$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2.5mm</td>
<td>1565.28ms$^{-1}$</td>
<td>±3.28ms$^{-1}$</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 5.2: Variation of velocity with myosepta thickness over all transducer positions.

Table 5.2 shows that over a thickness range such as that seen in most salmon, a maximum variation of between approximately ±2ms$^{-1}$ and approximately ±4ms$^{-1}$ can be expected from changing myoseptum thickness.

5.2.4 Contribution of Individual Myosepta

The contribution of individual myosepta can be seen by modelling a sample with only a single myoseptum present. The temperature of the sample was set to 10°C. Figure 5.11 shows the numbering scheme applied to the myosepta.
The average velocity and variation in velocity with position was output for fat contents ranging from 1% to 25% in 2% increments. Table 5.3 summarises the output for 13% fat.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Myoseptum Number</th>
<th>Mean c</th>
<th>Standard Deviation</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>no myosepta</td>
<td>1529.30ms⁻¹</td>
<td>±0.00ms⁻¹</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>1534.34ms⁻¹</td>
<td>±5.60ms⁻¹</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>1532.77ms⁻¹</td>
<td>±3.96ms⁻¹</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>1531.48ms⁻¹</td>
<td>±2.68ms⁻¹</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>1530.16ms⁻¹</td>
<td>±1.21ms⁻¹</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>1533.21ms⁻¹</td>
<td>±4.37ms⁻¹</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>1534.92ms⁻¹</td>
<td>±4.54ms⁻¹</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>1533.56ms⁻¹</td>
<td>±4.19ms⁻¹</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>1532.82ms⁻¹</td>
<td>±3.91ms⁻¹</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 5.3: Variation of velocity over all transducer positions with only one myoseptum in the model.
Table 5.3 shows that the addition of a single myoseptum into a sample empty of myosepta increased the mean output velocity. This is what one would expect. The acoustic velocity of a myoseptum is higher than that of the surrounding muscle. It is noticeable that myoseptum number 4 causes the least rise in mean velocity and deviation. At this fat level, all other myosepta cause the mean velocity to rise by approximately 3\(\text{ms}^{-1}\) to approximately 5\(\text{ms}^{-1}\).

The table above shows data for 13% fat only. The figures on the following two pages show velocity versus transducer position for each myoseptum for fat levels of 1%, 9%, 17% and 25% fat over all 193 transducer positions. It can be seen that the same trends are repeated over these fat levels. In all cases, deviation decreases with increasing fat content.
Figure 5.12: Speed of sound versus transducer position for fat contents of 1% (crosses, top), 9% (circles), 17% (triangles) and 25% (hexagrams, bottom). The results for zero myosepta are shown in the graph at the top left. The results for myoseptum number 3 are shown in the graph at the bottom right.
Figure 5.13: Speed of sound versus transducer position for fat contents of 1% (crosses, top), 9% (circles), 17% (triangles) and 25% (hexagrams, bottom). The results for myoseptum number 4 are shown in the graph on the top left. The results for myoseptum number 8 are shown in the graph at the bottom.
5.2.5 Additive Contribution of Individual Myosepta

The additive contribution of individual myosepta can be seen by starting with a myosepta-less piece of tissue and then inserting myosepta into the model one by one. The temperature of the sample was set to 10°C. The same numbering scheme as in Figure 5.11 was used here. Myosepta were added into the model in ascending order according to number.

The average velocity and variation in velocity with position was output for fat contents ranging from 1% to 25% in 2% increments. Table 5.4 summarises the output for 13% fat.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Number of Myosepta</th>
<th>Mean c</th>
<th>Standard Deviation</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>0</td>
<td>1529.30ms⁻¹</td>
<td>±0.00ms⁻¹</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>1534.34ms⁻¹</td>
<td>±5.60ms⁻¹</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>1537.66ms⁻¹</td>
<td>±9.01ms⁻¹</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>1539.71ms⁻¹</td>
<td>±11.18ms⁻¹</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>1540.44ms⁻¹</td>
<td>±11.99ms⁻¹</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>1544.35ms⁻¹</td>
<td>±11.95ms⁻¹</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>1549.85ms⁻¹</td>
<td>±7.86ms⁻¹</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>1555.13ms⁻¹</td>
<td>±4.46ms⁻¹</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>1558.67ms⁻¹</td>
<td>±2.60ms⁻¹</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 5.4: Variation of velocity over all transducer positions as myosepta are added into the model.

Again, the addition of myosepta increased the mean output velocity in every case. Table 5.4 also shows that the addition of certain myosepta had little effect on the output velocity. Myoseptum number 4 had the least effect on velocity. The addition of myoseptum number 4 increased the output
velocity by less than $1\text{ms}^{-1}$. The other myosepta each raised the output velocity by between approximately $2\text{ms}^{-1}$ and approximately $6\text{ms}^{-1}$. This is similar to what was seen in the previous section.

The table also shows that the deviation in velocity along the length of the sample was significantly affected by the number of myosepta present. The deviation increased and then decreased as more myosepta were added. This can be explained by the fact that the deviation increases as the amount of collagen and fat in the ultrasound path in the top half of the sample increases. The deviation then decreases as the amount of fat and collagen in the bottom half increases. Again, myoseptum number 4 seems to have had the least effect on the deviation of velocity with position.

From the model output, one may infer that salmon samples in which the number of myosepta are not the same between the top and bottom of the sample can expect larger differences in velocity along the length of the sample than those in which there is an equal number of myosepta in each part of the sample.

The table above shows data for 13% fat only. The graphs on the following two pages show velocity versus transducer position for each quantity of myosepta for fat levels of 1%, 9%, 17% and 25% fat over all 193 transducer positions. Again, it can be seen that the same trends are repeated over these fat levels. In all cases, deviation decreases with increasing fat content.
Figure 5.14: Speed of sound versus transducer position for fat contents of 1% (crosses, top), 9% (circles), 17% (triangles) and 25% (hexagrams, bottom). The results for zero myosepta are shown in the graph at the top left. The results for three myosepta are shown in the graph at the bottom right.
Figure 5.15: Speed of sound versus transducer position for fat contents of 1% (crosses, top), 9% (circles), 17% (triangles) and 25% (hexagrams, bottom). The results for four myosepta are shown in the graph on the top left. The results for eight myosepta are shown in the graph at the bottom.
5.3 Validity of Model with Respect to Wavelength

As stated in Table 2.1, the wavelength of the beam in salmon muscle and myosepta is expected to be approximately 0.7mm. This means that the beam will probably not detect myosepta which are smaller than this thickness. This will affect results in Section 5.2.3 only. In Section 5.2.3, samples with a myoseptum thickness of less than approximately 0.7mm should be expected to have a similar acoustic velocity to that calculated for muscle tissue without myosepta. The simulations described in other results sections in this chapter used a minimum myoseptum thickness of 1.8mm as defined by Equation 5.1.

It was assumed that the transmission of the beam could be modelled using Snell's Law. This is valid when the wavelength of the beam is long compared to the surface roughness of the interface. In general, the behaviour of a wave at an interface is dependent on surface roughness in comparison to wavelength [101]. Specular, or coherent, scattering occurs if the interface appears smooth on the scale of the wavelength. Diffuse, or noncoherent, scattering occurs if the interface appears rough on the scale of the wavelength. Figure 4.6 shows that the surface of a myoseptum is a myriad of fat globules. From the scales in Figure 4.6 it can be seen that most individual fat globules are less than 0.14mm in size. Thus the surface of a myoseptum should appear smooth to
a beam with a wavelength of approximately 0.7mm. Therefore, one would expect specular reflection to occur at these interfaces. In future, modelling specular reflection in addition to refraction at myoseptum interfaces may yield a more accurate model.

5.4 Conclusion

In this chapter, a ray tracing model was constructed. While the pattern, thickness and fat content of myosepta in salmon will vary according to the fish's diet and level of activity during life, this model provides an idea of the magnitude of errors to expect from ultrasound measurements as these characteristics vary. The model output was similar to results from salmon tissue measurements at 10°C ($r=0.73$, $n=12$).

The model has shown that there will be a change in velocity with changes in myosepta configuration, myoseptum size and fat content. The expected variation in velocity with a change in myosepta configuration is between approximately $±1\text{ms}^{-1}$ and approximately $±4\text{ms}^{-1}$ depending on fat content at 10°C. The expected variation in velocity due to changes in myoseptum size and myosepta configuration at that same temperature is between approximately $±2\text{ms}^{-1}$ and approximately $±4\text{ms}^{-1}$ at 12.5% fat. This variation is expected to decrease as the fat content in the myoseptum increases. The
model has also demonstrated that certain myosepta have more of an influence on received velocity and total deviation of velocity along the sample than do other myosepta. This influence decreases as fat content increases.

The accuracy of the model may be improved by changing the code to take the wavelength of the beam into account and model specular reflections in addition to refraction.
Chapter 6

Discussion

6.1 Overview and Analysis of Results

Pulse transit time and intensity methods were chosen for measuring the speed of sound and the attenuation. Before measuring tissue, it was important to show that low-intensity ultrasound could be used to detect changes in fat level of a distributed fat system. Milk and cream were chosen as media whose mixing could provide a distributed fat medium of several different fat levels. It was shown that the fat content of a milk/cream medium could be predicted to approximately ±1.5% fat accuracy (r=0.998, n=7).

The velocity of the mixture at various fat levels was shown to converge at approximately 19°C. This was illustrated in Figure 3.7. It was assumed that at this temperature the velocity in the fat component of the mixture was
approximately equal to the velocity in the water component of the mixture. Thus, the velocity of the mixture was independent of the proportions of these two components present. This temperature was termed the “crossover temperature.” At a temperature lower than the crossover temperature the velocity of the fat component was greater than the velocity of the water component. At temperatures higher than the crossover temperature, it was vice versa. Therefore, measurements were made at 10°C as this was far enough away from the crossover temperature to ensure that there was a measurable difference in velocities between fat levels.

A block of reticulated foam was inserted into the mixture to simulate tissue-like attenuation. The foam was seen to impose an attenuation of approximately 1dB cm⁻¹ on the system. However, attenuation was still seen to increase with fat content.

Once changes in velocity due to the Perspex interface were corrected for, the speed of sound in the mixture was again seen to increase with an increase in fat content. However, the rate at which the velocity increased with increasing levels of fat was slowed from approximately 3ms⁻¹ per 2.5% fat to approximately 2ms⁻¹ per 2.5% fat. These results suggested that one should expect the velocity in salmon muscle tissue to increase with an increase in fat content at 10°C. This increase was expected to be less than 2ms⁻¹ per 2.5% fat due to the muscle tissue being more dense and less compressible than the
It was thought that the same temperature used to measure the liquid mixtures should be used to measure salmon muscle. Previous studies used liquid mixtures of proteins, water and fats to represent fish tissue. Such mixtures were shown to have a similar crossover temperature to that observed for the milk/cream mixture [22, 34]. An experiment using distilled degassed water and cod liver oil showed that their acoustic velocities intersected at approximately 19°C. This can be seen in Figure 4.14. This is the same temperature at which the velocities in the milk/cream mixtures intersected. Therefore, salmon tissue samples were measured at 10°C as this was well away from the crossover temperature.

Data recorded as the temperature of the samples fell from room temperature to 10°C showed no evidence to suggest a crossover temperature. This could be due to the fact that the density and the compressability of the liquids changes more with temperature than does the density and the compressability of solids. Without a crossover temperature between room temperature and 10°C, one would expect the velocity of salmon tissue to drop with an increase in fat content. This is indeed what was seen here. A trend of decreasing velocity with an increase in fat content was recorded for twelve salmon samples ($r=-0.73$, $n=12$). This is shown in Figure 4.17. This suggests that perhaps it is not valid to simulate salmon tissue as a liquid.
mixture of fats, proteins and water.

It was not possible to predict the fat content in salmon muscle with the same degree of accuracy as that in the milk/cream mixtures. Compression and similar sample orientation were both used to provide some degree of uniformity between measured samples. Still, the accuracy with which one could predict the fat content of salmon muscle further suffered from natural biological variation between samples. The variations in myoseptum thickness and in myosepta configuration are thought to have been causes of nonuniformity in the velocity measurements of samples with similar fat content. The myosepta structures inside the muscle tissue are the major difference between what was modelled in the phantoms and the salmon muscle itself. Therefore, fitting an empirical equation to the data was not attempted.

It was suggested that the data could be grouped into three categories: high fat, medium fat and low fat. The range of fat content for salmon was split into three section. These groups are defined in Table 4.4. Ten of the twelve data points fit into these groups. Analysis suggested that to know the true validity of these groupings, it is necessary to do the same analysis on a much larger number of samples. This will also help to minimise the effects of biological variation between samples on the overall trend of the data.

In salmon muscle, attenuation decreased with an increase in fat. This is the opposite behaviour from that of the foam phantom. A decrease in
attenuation with an increase in fat content had been expected as a similar
decrease has been recorded for whitefish muscle tissue [21]. In the group of
samples which were tested using chemical analysis, there was no trend of in­
creasing or decreasing attenuation with fat content, even though compression
was used to obtain good coupling. Equation 2.13 does not take contact loss
into account. As well as accounting for this mathematically, better results
may have been obtained by using a thin layer of ultrasound gel between the
transducers and the sample.

A ray tracing model was created to model the propagation velocity of ul­
trasound through a sample of salmon muscle tissue. No attenuation effects of
any kind were modelled. The model gives a good idea of the magnitudes of de­
viation in velocity to expect over a range of fat levels, myoseptum thicknesses
and myosepta configurations. It is a good starting point for understanding
the effect that these parameters will have on the measured speed of sound
through salmon muscle. However, a more complete model may include the
myosepta pattern from the other side of the fish and the small intramuscular
bones which exist in the lower half of the sample shown in Figure 5.1. The
accuracy of the model can be improved by making it three-dimensional. The
myosepta pattern in the tissue cannot be completely represented in two di­
mensions. Figure 4.5 shows the three-dimensional overlapping meshwork of
myosepta as it exists in teleosts.
6.2 Conclusions

From the information presented in this thesis, it is possible to conclude several things. The following are results which are consistent with prior studies.

- Milk/cream mixtures can be used to simulate a liquid dispersed fat system.

- It is possible to measure the fat content in a milk/cream mixture to an accuracy of approximately ±1.5% using ultrasound at a single temperature away from the crossover temperature.

- Attenuation is a useful parameter for characterising the quantity of fat in liquid dispersed fat mixtures.

- There exists a trend of increasing velocity with increasing temperature in salmonid muscle tissue.

The following are results which are original findings of this thesis.

- No crossover temperature exists in salmon muscle tissue between 10°C and approximately 22°C. Therefore, it may not be appropriate to model salmon muscle as a liquid mixture of tissue components.

- It has been possible to see a trend of decreasing velocity with increasing fat content in the salmon muscle tissue examined using ultrasound at
a single temperature.

• With the samples which were tested, it has proven possible to group the velocity results into three broad bands of fat content. As explained in Section 4.6.3, each band covers approximately 8% fat.

• Here, attenuation was not useful for characterising the amount of fat in salmon muscle tissue. However, decreases in attenuation with increases in fat content have been observed for other salmonids at 22°C [21].

• A ray tracing model has proven useful for estimating the speed of sound through salmon muscle tissue.

• The velocity through a salmon sample is affected by the fat level and myoseptum thickness of the sample, as well as the configuration of the myosepta with respect to the transducer. Hence, measurements of the speed of sound through salmon muscle should ensure an approximately similar myosepta pattern between samples.

The accuracy of this method may improve if one examines salmon from a single stock, or salmon which have all been raised under similar feeding regimes. Such salmon would have similar myosepta patterns and myoseptum thicknesses. It would then be possible to perhaps calibrate for a single stock and thus be able to detect differences in fat levels with more confidence.
6.3 Future Work

The chemical analysis on 12 samples in Section 4.6.4 was all that could have been done within the financial constraints of the project. This number of samples was sufficient to highlight a trend of decreasing velocity with increasing fat content. It is expected that a group of between 50 to 100 salmon samples would yield a better correlation than the one found here. A larger sampling group would also minimise the effect of slight biological variations in the muscle structure between individual samples. This would allow an empirical equation to be fit to the data in order to relate velocity to fat content.

More accurate results may also be obtained by lowering the operating frequency so that the wavelength of the beam is much larger than the thickness of a myoseptum. It is expected that increasing wavelength will eliminate some of the variation in velocity due to myosepta configuration predicted by the model.

A three-dimensional ray tracing model would provide results closer to reality than does the current two-dimensional one. This is because of the shape of the myosepta within the muscle tissue. As shown in Figure 4.5, myosepta form an overlapping meshwork which is almost conical in shape. A three-dimensional model would more fully represent the changes in shape
of myosepta along the sample. The ray tracing model could be altered to include further biological corrections such as the small intramuscular bones which appear in the lower half of the sample. The model could also include an option to use the myosepta pattern from the other side of the spine which is a mirror image of the one used here. Moreover, further research on the speed of sound through proteins in solution would enable a more accurate calculation of the speed of sound through the protein component of the tissue. Accuracy of the model may be further improved by modelling specular reflections at myoseptum interfaces in addition to refraction. In future, it may be possible to build a larger geometry for the model which includes bone and other near anatomical features, such as red muscle layers, dermis or subdermal fat layers.

The prospect of measuring the fat content of a whole salmon using ultrasound is something which may be achievable with more research. Measuring the speed of sound through muscle tissue which contains bone is a logical next step. The effects on ultrasound of other materials such as scales, dermis and the thin red muscle and fat layers just under the dermis of a salmon need to be investigated. Only one attempt has been made to measure attenuation through layers of salmonid dermis [21].

The feasibility of correlating the fat content of a whole salmon to the speed of sound through the fish may be improved by averaging velocity mea-
surements along a single fish. Measurements on live fish would necessitate
the incorporation of a vision system, such as a stereo camera, to track the
position of the fish as the measurements are taken. This thesis is a necessary
a first step in the process of accurately and nondestructively measuring the
fat content of whole salmon.
Appendix A

Velocity and Attenuation

Calculation Code

The following Matlab code was used to calculate velocity and attenuation from raw oscilloscope data. The two raw data files and the distance between transducers were input to the programme.

```
%Programme for determining speed of sound and attenuation from
%transmission data.
path(path,'\Octavia\shared\Russ\Data\28_may_2002')
 path(path,'c:\windows\desktop\chirp\28_may_2002')
clear
close all
format long g
Lsys=11.35; %Distance between transducers in mm
Lsys=Lsys*1.00275+0.375 %Correct distance offset errors
                      %for micrometer only
Lsys=Lsys*1e-3; %Lsys in m
Lcm=Lsys*100;  %Lsys in cm
```
```matlab
time_range=1e-4; % Time range of raw data in seconds
load tx.m % Load TX raw data
load fll1.m % Load RX raw data
rx=fll1;
N=length(rx);
cut=2.5e3;
y1=tx(1:cut); % Cut TX data to include only TX pulse
y2=rx(cut+1:length(rx)); % Cut RX data to include only RX signal
resolution=time_range/N; % Calculate resolution of raw data
[m3,n3]=max(y1); % Record position of TX maximum
b=1;
e=2050;
[m4,n4]=max(y2(b:e)); % Record position of RX first maximum
n4=n4+cut+b;

Offset=531.5e-9; % Time offset in seconds
dT=((n4-n3)*resolution)-Offset % Calculate time of flight
c=Lsys/dT % Calculate speed of sound (m/s)
alpha=(-20*log10((max(rx))/250)/Lcm)/2 % Calculate attenuation (dB/cm)
figure(1) % Visual confirmation that
plot(y2(b:e)) % first RX maximum was used
```

Appendix B

One-dimensional derivation of the equation for longitudinal wave velocity in an elastic medium

In this section the equation for the velocity of a longitudinal wave in an elastic medium is derived from Hooke’s Law and Newton’s Second Law of Motion. Hooke’s Law states that stress is proportional to strain within a medium such that

\[ \text{stress} = \text{modulus} \cdot \text{strain} \]  

(B.1)
where “stress” is defined as the force applied per unit area and “strain” pertains to any change occurring in the relative positions of parts of the elastic body under the action of stress. The “modulus” is a constant representing the linear relationship between stress and strain.

A strain that consists of a change in volume of a body without a change in shape is called a “volume strain.” It can be expressed as $\frac{\Delta V}{V_0}$. Hooke’s Law can be applied to volume strain such that

$$\Delta P = -B\left(\frac{\Delta V}{V_0}\right) \tag{B.2}$$

where $\Delta P$ is a change in pressure from equilibrium, $\frac{\Delta V}{V_0}$ is the fractional change in volume and $B$ is a modulus called the adiabatic bulk modulus of elasticity. The above equation can be rewritten as $\Delta P \to 0$

$$B = -V_0\left(\frac{dP}{dV}\right) \tag{B.3}$$

For liquids and gases, it is customary to state the compressibility, $\kappa$, rather than $B$, where

$$\kappa = \frac{1}{B} \tag{B.4}$$

Thus, the more difficult it is to compress a substance, the larger the value of $B$ and the smaller the value of $\kappa$.

Consider the system shown in Figure B.1 [49]. It illustrates particle displacement, $\xi$, due to a one-dimensional longitudinal wave passing through a
cylinder of cross-sectional area $A$, in the $x$ direction.

![Diagram of particle displacement due to a one-dimensional longitudinal wave passing through a cylinder.](image)

Figure B.1: Particle displacement due to a one-dimensional longitudinal wave passing through a cylinder.

From Figure B.1, it is possible to see that the mass in any slice is

$$\Delta m = A\rho_0 \Delta x \quad (B.5)$$

where $\rho_0$ is the equilibrium density. Now, consider the motion of a point at $x + x/2$. The acceleration of this point is given by the second derivative of position with time.

$$a = \frac{\partial^2}{\partial t^2} \left( \frac{\xi(x) + \xi(x + \Delta x)}{2} \right) \quad (B.6)$$

Therefore, by Newton’s Second Law of Motion ($F = ma$) it is possible to write

$$\Delta m \frac{\partial^2}{\partial t^2} \left( \frac{\xi(x) + \xi(x + \Delta x)}{2} \right) = A(\Delta P_1 - \Delta P_3) \quad (B.7)$$
where $\Delta P_1$ and $\Delta P_3$ are the changes in excess pressure in the volume elements between $x - \Delta x$ and $x$, and between $x + \Delta x$ and $x + 2\Delta x$ respectively, due to deformation. From the definition of $B$, these are

$$\Delta P_1 = -B \left( \frac{\xi(x) - \xi(x - \Delta x)}{\Delta x} \right)$$

$$\Delta P_3 = -B \left( \frac{\xi(x + 2\Delta x) - \xi(x + \Delta x)}{\Delta x} \right)$$

Therefore, the equation of motion can be rewritten

$$\frac{\partial^2}{\partial t^2} \left( \frac{\xi(x) + \xi(x + \Delta x)}{2} \right) = AB$$

$$\left( \frac{\xi(x + 2\Delta x) - \xi(x + \Delta x)}{\Delta x} - \frac{\xi(x) - \xi(x - \Delta x)}{\Delta x} \right)$$

(B.10)

$$\rho_0 x \frac{\partial^2}{\partial t^2} \left( \frac{\xi(x) + \xi(x + \Delta x)}{2} \right) = B$$

$$\left( \frac{\xi(x + 2\Delta x) - \xi(x + \Delta x)}{\Delta x} - \frac{\xi(x) - \xi(x - \Delta x)}{\Delta x} \right)$$

(B.11)

Recalling that

$$\frac{\Delta y}{\Delta x} = f(x_0) + C \text{ where } \lim_{\Delta x \to 0} C = 0$$

(B.12)

The equation becomes

$$\rho_0 x \frac{\partial^2}{\partial t^2} \left( \frac{\xi(x) + \xi(x + \Delta x)}{2} \right) = B \left( \frac{\partial \xi(x)}{\partial x} \bigg|_{x+\Delta x} + \epsilon_1 - \frac{\partial \xi(x)}{\partial x} \bigg|_x + \epsilon_2 \right)$$

(B.13)

taking $\lim \Delta x \to 0$

$$\frac{\partial^2 \xi(x)}{\partial t^2} = \frac{B \frac{\partial^2 \xi(x)}{\partial x^2}}{\rho_0}$$

(B.14)
thus

\[ c = \sqrt{\frac{B}{\rho_0}} \]  \hspace{1cm} (B.15)

or, for liquids and gases

\[ c = \sqrt{\frac{1}{\kappa \rho_0}} \]  \hspace{1cm} (B.16)
Appendix C

Fatty Acids

This section presents fatty acid composition data for salmon oil, cod liver oil, sunflower oil and milk fat. Many fatty acids contained in food lipids have a straight molecular chain and an even number of carbon atoms. The fatty acids having two hydrogen atoms bonded to each carbon atom in the chain are termed “saturated.” They have no double bonds between carbons. Fatty acids that contain double bonds between carbon atoms are termed “unsaturated.” The degree of unsaturation of a fatty acid is dependent on the number of double bonds in the molecule. Monounsaturated fatty acids have one double bond. Polyunsaturated fat acids have more than one double bond [51].

All data presented below is from Bailey’s Industrial Oil & Fat Products [51]. All units are g/100g. The number preceding the colon in the first
The number preceding the colon in the first column represents carbon chain length. The number following the colon is the number of double-bonds present in the chain.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name (carbons:double bonds)</th>
<th>Salmon Oil</th>
<th>Cod Liver Oil</th>
<th>Sunflower Oil</th>
<th>Milk Fat</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Saturated Fat (total)</td>
<td>19.87</td>
<td>21.67</td>
<td>11.67</td>
<td>62.41</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Butyric (4:0)</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>3.24</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Caprylic (6:0)</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>1.92</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Caprylic (8:0)</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>1.12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Capric (10:0)</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>2.50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lauric (12:0)</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>2.81</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Myristic (14:0)</td>
<td>3.28</td>
<td>3.57</td>
<td>0.08</td>
<td>10.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pentadecylic (15:0)</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>1.02</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Palmitic (16:0)</td>
<td>9.84</td>
<td>10.6</td>
<td>5.9</td>
<td>26.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Margaric (17:0)</td>
<td>1.5</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>0.925</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Stearic (18:0)</td>
<td>4.25</td>
<td>2.8</td>
<td>4.5</td>
<td>12.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Arachidic (20:0)</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>0.44</td>
<td>0.37</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Behenic (22:0)</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>4.7</td>
<td>0.59</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lignoceric (24:0)</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>0.168</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Monounsaturated Fat (total)</td>
<td>28.52</td>
<td>46.74</td>
<td>20.74</td>
<td>28.71</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>No Name (14:1)</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>1.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Palmitoleic (16:1)</td>
<td>4.82</td>
<td>8.31</td>
<td>0.44</td>
<td>2.31</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Elaidic (18:1)</td>
<td>17</td>
<td>20.7</td>
<td>19.5</td>
<td>25.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gadoleic (20:1)</td>
<td>3.86</td>
<td>10.4</td>
<td>0.8</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Erucic (22:1)</td>
<td>3.38</td>
<td>7.33</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Polynsaturated Fat (total)</td>
<td>40.27</td>
<td>22.58</td>
<td>66.08</td>
<td>3.72</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Linoleic (18:2)</td>
<td>1.54</td>
<td>0.935</td>
<td>65.7</td>
<td>2.26</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Linoleic (18:3)</td>
<td>1.06</td>
<td>0.935</td>
<td>0.384</td>
<td>1.46</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>No Name (18:4)</td>
<td>2.8</td>
<td>0.935</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Arachidonic (20:4)</td>
<td>0.675</td>
<td>0.935</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EPA (20:5)</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>6.9</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>No Name (22:5)</td>
<td>2.99</td>
<td>0.935</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cervonic (22:6)</td>
<td>18.2</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Omega 3 fatty acids</td>
<td>32.3</td>
<td>18.8</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>1.46</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Omega 6 fatty acids</td>
<td>2.22</td>
<td>1.87</td>
<td>65.7</td>
<td>2.26</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table C.1: Comparison of fatty acid content. The number preceding the colon in the first column represents carbon chain length. The number following the colon is the number of double-bonds present in the chain.
Appendix D

Salmon Tissue Model Code

Here follows a complete code listing for the ray tracing model described in Chapter 5.

D.1 Temperature and Fat Profiles

D.1.1 allmuscle.m

```matlab
close all
format long g
percent_fat=1;
for n2=1:13;
    for T=1:40;
        muscleworks;
        speeds(n2,T)=average_c;
    end
    percent_fat=percent_fat+2;
end
figure
```

- Set percent_fat to 1%
- 1%-25% fat by 2% increments
- 1C-40C in 1-degree increments
- Call to muscleworks.m
- Save speed at a single fat level and temperature
- Increment percent_fat by 2%
xlabel('Temperature (°C)')
ylabel('Speed of Sound (m/s)')
title('Speed of Sound vs. Temperature')

figure
xlabel('Temperature (°C)')
ylabel('Speed of Sound (m/s)')
title('Speed of Sound vs. Temperature')

D.1.2 muscleworks.m

%--Input parameters------------
sample_thickness=20; %Sample thickness set %to 20mm
myosepta_thickness=1.8+.01*percent_fat; %Myosepta thickness adjusted %for fat content

%--Sample Properties------------
Tw=20; %Initial temperature %set to 20C
cw=1402.39+5.03711*Tw-0.0580852*Tw^2+3.3342e-4*Tw^3 -1.478e-6*Tw^4+3.14643e-9*Tw^5;
cw=cw+35; %Velocity of water in %white muscle at 20C
cp=1750;
%protein in 20C
\( cf = 1486; \)
%Velocity in fat at 20C
\( vf_{\text{fat}} = \frac{\text{percent}_{\text{fat}}}{100}; \)
%Volume fraction fat in
%white muscle
\( vf_{\text{water}} = (vf_{\text{fat}} - .78) + .7523; \)
%Volume fraction water
%in white muscle
\( vf_{\text{protein}} = 1 - vf_{\text{fat}} - vf_{\text{water}}; \)
%Volume fraction protein
%in white muscle
\( \text{percent}_{\text{collagen}} = 82; \)
%Percent collagen in myosepta
\( vf_{\text{myo},f} = vf_{\text{fat}} \times 2; \)
%Volume fraction fat in myosepta
\( vf_{\text{myo},\text{pro}} = 1 - vf_{\text{myo},f}; \)
%Volume fraction protein
%in myosepta
\( c_{\text{myosepta}} = \left( \frac{(vf_{\text{myo},\text{pro}}/((1588 + (32 \times \log(\text{percent}_{\text{collagen}})))^2) + ((vf_{\text{myo},f})/cf^2))^{(1/2)}}{1/2} \right); \)
%Velocity of myosepta at 20C
\( c_{\text{muscle}} = \frac{(vf_{\text{fat}}/cf^2) + (vf_{\text{water}}/cw^2) + (vf_{\text{protein}}/cp^2)}{}^{-(1/2)}; \)
%Velocity of white muscle at 20C

%--Temperature Adjustment-------
\( dT = T - 20; \)
%Temperature adjustment
\( \text{fishT}_{\text{adjust}} = 2.3 \times dT; \)
%Velocity in white muscle
\( c_{\text{muscle}} = c_{\text{muscle}} + \text{fishT}_{\text{adjust}}; \)
%at input temperature
\( c_{\text{myosepta}} = c_{\text{myosepta}} + \text{fishT}_{\text{adjust}}; \)
%Velocity in myosepta at
%input temperature
%--Do Calculations----------------
\( \text{TopHalf}; \)
%Call TopHalf.m
\( \text{BottomHalf}; \)
%Call BottomHalf.m
%--Output-------
\( \text{temp}_{\text{average}}_{c}(1:length(c_{\text{route}})) = c_{\text{route}}; \)
\( \text{temp}_{\text{average}}_{c}(length(c_{\text{route}})+1:length(c_{\text{route}})+10) = c_{\text{route}(1:10)}; \)
\( \text{average}_{c} = \text{mean(temp}_{\text{average}}_{c}); \)
%First 71 rays averaged

D.1.3 TopHalf.m

%myoseptum #1
\( \text{theta}1 = -60:3:60; \)
\( \text{theta}2 = \text{asind}((c_{\text{myosepta}}/c_{\text{muscle}}) \times \text{sind}(	ext{theta}1)); \)
\( H = (\text{myosepta}\_\text{thickness}/\cosd(\text{theta}2)) \times 1; \)
\( \text{theta}3 = \text{asind}((c_{\text{muscle}}/c_{\text{myosepta}}) \times \text{sind}(	ext{theta}2)); \)
\( d_{\text{travelled}} = H + (\text{sample}\_\text{thickness} - \text{myosepta}\_\text{thickness}) \times 1; \)
%myoseptum #2
theta1=-60:4:60;
theta2=asind((c_myosepta/c_muscle).*sind(theta1));
H_myo=l*myosepta_thickness./cosd(theta2);
theta3=asind((c_muscle/c_myosepta).*sind(theta2));
d_travelled2(5:35)=d_travelled2(5:35)+H_myo;
H(5:35)=H(5:35)+H_myo;

%myoseptum #3
theta1=-60:6:60;
theta2=asind((c_myosepta/c_muscle).*sind(theta1));
H_myo=l*myosepta_thickness./cosd(theta2);
theta3=asind((c_muscle/c_myosepta).*sind(theta2));
d_travelled2(11:31)=d_travelled2(11:31)+H_myo;
H(11:31)=H(11:31)+H_myo;

%Begin Full Circle = equivalent to 2 myosepta of same orientation
theta_circle=-50:25:50;
theta2_circle=asind((c_myosepta/c_muscle).*sind(theta_circle));
H_circle=2*myosepta_thickness./cosd(theta2_circle);
theta3_circle=asind((c_muscle/c_myosepta).*sind(theta2_circle));
d_travelled2(19:23)=d_travelled2(19:23)+H_circle;
%End Full Circle

Number_of_myosepta=1;
for n=1:4
c_route2(n)=(((H(n)/c_myosepta)+((sample_thickness-
    myosepta_thickness*Number_of_myosepta)/c_muscle))
/(H(n)+(sample_thickness-myosepta_thickness*
    Number_of_myosepta))).^-1;
end
Number_of_myosepta=2;
for n=5:9
c_route2(n)=(((H(n)/c_myosepta)+((sample_thickness-
    myosepta_thickness*Number_of_myosepta)/c_muscle))/(H(n)+
    (sample_thickness-myosepta_thickness*Number_of_myosepta))).^-1;
end
Number_of_myosepta=3;
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for n=10:18
  c_route2(n)=(((H(n)/c_myosepta)+((sample_thickness-myosepta_thickness*Number_of_myosepta)/c_muscle)))/(H(n)+
  (sample_thickness-myosepta_thickness*Number_of_myosepta)).^(-1);
end
Number_of_myosepta=4;
for n=19:23
  c_route2(n)=(((H(n)/c_myosepta)+((sample_thickness-myosepta_thickness*Number_of_myosepta)/c_muscle)))/(H(n)+
  (sample_thickness-myosepta_thickness*Number_of_myosepta)).^(-1);
end
Number_of_myosepta=3;
for n=24:31
  c_route2(n)=(((H(n)/c_myosepta)+((sample_thickness-myosepta_thickness*Number_of_myosepta)/c_muscle)))/(H(n)+
  (sample_thickness-myosepta_thickness*Number_of_myosepta)).^(-1);
end
Number_of_myosepta=2;
for n=32:35
  c_route2(n)=(((H(n)/c_myosepta)+((sample_thickness-myosepta_thickness*Number_of_myosepta)/c_muscle)))/(H(n)+
  (sample_thickness-myosepta_thickness*Number_of_myosepta)).^(-1);
end
Number_of_myosepta=1;
for n=36:41
  c_route2(n)=(((H(n)/c_myosepta)+((sample_thickness-myosepta_thickness*Number_of_myosepta)/c_muscle)))/(H(n)+
  (sample_thickness-myosepta_thickness*Number_of_myosepta)).^(-1);
end

%—Begin 45 degree object———
g=42;
h=57;
Number_of_45degree_objects=1;
theta1(g:h)=45;
theta2(g:h)=asind((c_myosepta/c_muscle).*sind(theta1(g:h)));
H(g:h)=myosepta_thickness./cosd(theta2(g:h)); %d for 1 myosepta
H(g:h)=H(g:h)*Number_of_45degree_objects;

%Layer 2 - out of myosepta
theta3(g:h)=asind((c_muscle/c_myosepta).*sind(theta2(g:h)));
d_travelled2(g:h)=H(g:h)+(sample_thickness-myosepta_thickness

%
for n=g:h
    c_route2(n)=(((H(n)/c_myosepta)+((sample_thickness-
                   myosepta_thickness*Number_of_45degree_objects)/c_muscle))/(H(n)+
                   (sample_thickness-myosepta_thickness*Number_of_45degree_objects))).^-1;
end

D.1.4 BottomHalf.m

theta1=0:1:60;

%--Begin 0-35 degree region------
g=1;
h=36;
Number_of_myosepta=3;
theta2(g:h)=asin((c_myosepta/c_muscle).*sind(theta1(g:h)));
H(g:h)=myosepta_thickness./cosd(theta2(g:h));
H(g:h)=H(g:h)*Number_of_myosepta;
theta3(g:h)=asin((c_muscle/c_myosepta).*sind(theta2(g:h)));
d_travelled(g:h)=H(g:h)+(sample_thickness-myosepta_thickness*Number_of_myosepta);
for n=g:g+length(theta1(g:h))-1
    c_route(n)=(((H(n)/c_myosepta)+((sample_thickness-
                   myosepta_thickness*Number_of_myosepta)/c_muscle))
                   /(H(n)+(sample_thickness-myosepta_thickness*Number_of_myosepta))).^-1;
end

%--End 0-35 degree region------
%--Begin 36-45 degree region---
\[ g = 37; \]
\[ h = 46; \]
\[ \text{Number of myosepta} = 2; \]
\[ \theta_2(g:h) = \arcsin \left( \frac{c_{\text{myosepta}}}{c_{\text{muscle}}} \cdot \sin \theta_1(g:h) \right); \]
\[ H(g:h) = \frac{\text{myosepta thickness}}{\cos \theta_2(g:h)}; \]
\[ H(g:h) = H(g:h) \times \text{Number of myosepta}; \]
\[ \% \text{Layer 2 - out of myosepta} \]
\[ \theta_3(g:h) = \arcsin \left( \frac{c_{\text{muscle}}}{c_{\text{myosepta}}} \cdot \sin \theta_2(g:h) \right); \]
\[ d_{\text{travelled}}(g:h) = H(g:h) + \left( \text{sample thickness} - \text{myosepta thickness} \times \right. \]
\[ \times \text{Number of myosepta} \); \]
\[ \text{for } n = g: g + \text{length} \left( \theta_1(g:h) \right) - 1 \]
\[ c_{\text{route}}(n) = \left( \frac{H(n)/c_{\text{myosepta}} + \left( \text{sample thickness} - \text{myosepta thickness} \times \right. \]
\[ \times \text{Number of myosepta}/c_{\text{muscle}} \right) / H(n) + \left( \text{sample thickness} - \right. \]
\[ \text{myosepta thickness} \times \text{Number of myosepta} \), \left. \right)^{-1}; \]
\[ \% \text{End 36-45 degree region} \]
\[ \% \text{Begin 46-60 degree region} \]
\[ g = 47; \]
\[ h = 61; \]
\[ \% \text{Begin 45 degree object} \]
\[ \text{Number of 45 degree objects} = 1; \]
\[ \theta_2(g:h) = \arcsin \left( \frac{c_{\text{myosepta}}}{c_{\text{muscle}}} \cdot \sin 45 \right); \]
\[ H_{\text{temp}} = \text{myosepta thickness}/\cos \theta_2(g:h); \]
\[ H_{\text{temp}} = H_{\text{temp}} \times \text{Number of 45 degree objects}; \]
\[ \theta_3(g:h) = \arcsin \left( \frac{c_{\text{muscle}}}{c_{\text{myosepta}}} \cdot \sin \theta_2(g:h) \right); \]
\[ \% \text{End 45 degree object} \]
\[ \% \text{Number of myosepta} = 2; \]
\[ \theta_2(g:h) = \arcsin \left( \frac{c_{\text{myosepta}}}{c_{\text{muscle}}} \cdot \sin \theta_1(g:h) \right); \]
\[ H(g:h) = \text{myosepta thickness}/\cos \theta_2(g:h); \]
\[ H(g:h) = H(g:h) \times \text{Number of myosepta}; \]
\[ \theta_3(g:h) = \arcsin \left( \frac{c_{\text{muscle}}}{c_{\text{myosepta}}} \cdot \sin \theta_2(g:h) \right); \]
\[ d_{\text{travelled}}(g:h) = H(g:h) + H_{\text{temp}} + \left( \text{sample thickness} - \text{myosepta thickness} \times \right. \]
\[ \times \left( \text{Number of myosepta} + \text{Number of 45 degree objects} \right) \); \]
\[ \text{for } n = g: g + \text{length} \left( \theta_1(g:h) \right) - 1 \]
\[ c_{\text{route}}(n) = \left( \frac{H(n)+H_{\text{temp}}(n-g+1)/c_{\text{myosepta}} + \left( \text{sample thickness} - \right. \]
\[ \text{myosepta thickness} \times \text{Number of myosepta} + \left( \text{Number of 45 degree objects} \right)/c_{\text{muscle}} \right) / \left( H(n)+H_{\text{temp}}(n-g+1) \right) \]
\[ + \left( \text{sample thickness} - \text{myosepta thickness} \times \right. \]
\[ \times \left( \text{Number of myosepta} + \text{Number of 45 degree objects} \right)), \left. \right)^{-1}; \]
D.2 Changing Transducer Position

D.2.1 change_position.m

```matlab
close all
percent_fat=1;
for n2=1:13;
    for T=1:40;
        muscleworks;
        speeds(n2,T)=average_c;  % Save speed at a single fat level
        % and temperature
        TransducerDown;
    end
    percent_fat=percent_fat+2;  % Increment percent_fat by 2%
end
figure
plot(1:193,allspeeds(1,:),'-x',1:193,allspeeds(5,:),'-redo',
     1:193,allspeeds(9,:),'-green',1:193,allspeeds(13,:),'-blackh')
xlabel('Transducer Position')
ylabel('Speed of Sound (m/s)')
title('Speed of Sound vs. Transducer Position')
```

D.2.2 muscleworks.m

```matlab
%--Input parameters----------
sample_thickness=20;  % Sample thickness set
% to 20mm
myosepta_thickness=1.8+.01*percent_fat;  % Myosepta thickness adjusted
% for fat content
%--Sample Properties----------
Tw=20;  % Initial temperature
```
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\[ cw = (1402.39 + 5.03711 \times Tw - 0.0580852 \times Tw^2 + 3.3342e^{-4} \times Tw^3 - 1.478e^{-6} \times Tw^4 + 3.14643e^{-9} \times Tw^5); \]
\[ cw = cw + 35; \]
\[ cp = 1750; \]
\[ cf = 1486; \]
\[ vf\_fat = \frac{percent\_fat}{100}; \]
\[ vf\_water = (vf\_fat - .78) + .7523; \]
\[ vf\_protein = 1 - vf\_fat - vf\_water; \]
\[ percent\_collagen = 82; \]
\[ vf\_myo\_f = vf\_fat \times 2; \]
\[ vf\_myo\_pro = 1 - vf\_myo\_f; \]
\[ c\_myosepta = \left(\frac{(vf\_myo\_pro/((1588 + (32 \times \log(percent\_collagen)))^2)} + ((vf\_myo\_f/cf^2))^{-(1/2)}\right); \]
\[ c\_muscle = ((vf\_fat/cf^2) + (vf\_water/cw^2) + (vf\_protein/cp^2))^{-(1/2)}; \]

\[ \text{dT} = T - 20; \]
\[ \text{fishT\_adjust} = 2.3 \times \text{dT}; \]
\[ \text{c\_muscle} = \text{c\_muscle} + \text{fishT\_adjust}; \]
\[ \text{c\_myosepta} = \text{c\_myosepta} + \text{fishT\_adjust}; \]

\[ \text{AverageTop} = \text{mean(c\_route2)}; \]
\[ \text{AverageBottom} = \text{mean(c\_route)}; \]
\[ \text{average\_c} = (\text{AverageTop} + \text{AverageBottom}) \div 2; \]
\[ \text{total\_route}(1: \text{length(c\_route2)}) = \text{c\_route2}; \]
\[ \text{total\_route}(\text{length(c\_route2)} + 1: \text{length(c\_route2)} + \text{length(c\_route)}) = \text{c\_route}; \]
D.2.3 TopHalf.m

See Section D.1.3.

D.2.4 BottomHalf.m

See Section D.1.4.

D.2.5 TransducerDown.m

position=1;
n_speeds=1;
while position<=71
    total=0;
    for n=1:position
        total=total+total_route(n);
    end
    allspeeds_temp(n_speeds)=total/position;
    n_speeds=n_speeds+1;
    position=position+1;
end

while position<=122
    total=0;
    for n=position-71:position
        total=total+total_route(n);
    end
    allspeeds_temp(n_speeds)=total/72;
    n_speeds=n_speeds+1;
    position=position+1;
end

while position<=193
    total=0;
    for n=position-71:122
        total=total+total_route(n);
    end
allspeeds_temp(n_speeds)=total/length(position-71:122);
n_speeds=n_speeds+1;
position=position+1;
end
if T == 10
  allspeeds(n2,:)=allspeeds_temp;
end

D.3 Changing Myoseptum Thickness and Transducer Position

D.3.1 allmuscle_myo.m

close all
percent_fat=12.5;
myosepta_thickness=.1;
for n2=1:13;
  for T=1:40;
    muscleworks_myo;
    speeds(n2,T)=average_c;
    TransducerDown;
  end
  myosepta_thickness=myosepta_thickness*.2;
end
figure
plot(1:193,allspeeds(1,:),'x',1:193,allspeeds(5,:),'red',
     1:193,allspeeds(9,:),'green',1:193,allspeeds(13,:),'blackh')
xlabel('Transducer Position')
ylabel('Speed of Sound (m/s)')
title('Speed of Sound vs. Transducer Position')
axis([0 200 1520 1580])
D.3.2 muscleworks_myo.m

See Section D.2.2.

D.3.3 TopHalf.m

See Section D.1.3.

D.3.4 BottomHalf.m

See Section D.1.4.

D.3.5 TransducerDown.m

See Section D.2.5.

D.4 Contribution of Individual Myosepta

D.4.1 single_myo.m

close all
percent_fat=1;
for n2=1:13;
    for T=1:40;
        myo_zero;
        myo_one;
        myo_two;
        myo_three;
        myo_four;
        myo_five;
        %1%-25% fat by 2% increments
        %10C-40C in 1-degree increments
    end
end
%%myo_six;
%%myo_seven;
myo_eight;  %Call myo_eight.m
speeds(n2,T)=average_c;  %Save speed at a single fat level
%and temperature
TransducerDown;  %Call TransducerDown.m
end
percent_fat=percent_fat+2;  %Increment percent_fat by 2%
end
figure
plot(1:length(allspeeds(1,:)),allspeeds(1,:),'-x',1:length
(allspeeds(5,:)),allspeeds(5,:),'-red',1:length(allspeeds(9,:)),
allspeeds(9,:),'-green',1:length(allspeeds(13,:)),
allspeeds(13,:),'-blackh')
xlabel('Transducer Position')
ylabel('Speed of Sound (m/s)')
title('Speed of Sound vs. Transducer Position (Myoseptum Number 8)')

D.4.2 myo_zero.m to myo_eight.m

%!Sample parameters------------
sample_thickness=20;  %Sample thickness set
myosepta_thickness=1.8+.01*percent_fat;  %Myosepta thickness adjusted
%for fat content

%!Sample Properties------------
Tw=20;  %Initial temperature
set to 20C
cw=1402.39+5.03711*Tw-0.0580852*Tw^2+3.3342e-4*Tw^3-
-1.478e-6*Tw^4+3.14643e-9*Tw^5;
cw=cw+35;  %Velocity of water in
%white muscle at 20C
cp=1750;  %Assumed velocity of
%protein in 20C
cf=1486;  %Velocity in fat at 20C
vf_fat=percent_fat/100;  %Volume fraction fat in
%white muscle
vf_water=(vf_fat*-.78)+.7523;  %Volume fraction water
%in white muscle
vf_protein=1-vf_fat-vf_water;  %Volume fraction protein in white muscle
percent_collagen=82;  %Percent collagen in myosepta
vf_myo_f=vf_fat*2;  %Volume fraction fat in myosepta
vf_myo_pro=1-vf_myo_f;  %Volume fraction protein in myosepta
c_myosepta=((vf_myo_pro/(1588+(32*log(percent_collagen))))^2)  %Velocity of myosepta at 20C
  +((vf_myo_f/cf^2))^-1/2;
c_muscle=((vf_fat/cf^2)+(vf_water/cw^2)+(vf_protein/cp^2))^-1/2;  %Velocity of white muscle at 20C

%--Temperature Adjustment------
dT=T-20;
fishT_adjust=2.3*dT;
c_muscle=c_muscle+fishT_adjust;
c_myosepta=c_myosepta+fishT_adjust;

%--Do Calculations-----------------
%TopHalf_zero;
%TopHalf_one;
%TopHalf_two;
%TopHalf_three;
%TopHalf_four;
%TopHalf_five;
%TopHalf_six;
%TopHalf_seven;
TopHalf_eight;  %Call TopHalf_eight.m
%BottomHalf_zero;
%BottomHalf_one;
%BottomHalf_two;
%BottomHalf_three;
%BottomHalf_four;
%BottomHalf_five;
%BottomHalf_six;
%BottomHalf_seven;
BottomHalf_eight;  %Call BottomHalf_eight.m
%--Output------
AverageTop=mean(c_route2);
AverageBottom=mean(c_route);
average_c=(AverageTop+AverageBottom)/2;
total_route(1:length(c_route2))=c_route2;
total_route(length(c_route2)+1:length(c_route2)+length(c_route))=c_route;

D.4.3 TopHalf_zero.m to TopHalf_eight.m

See Section D.1.3.

Sections of the code not dealing with the velocity in the myoseptum under examination were deleted, or commented out of the .m file.

D.4.4 BottomHalf_zero.m to BottomHalf_eight.m

See Section D.1.4.

Sections of the code not dealing with the velocity in the myoseptum under examination were deleted, or commented out of the .m file.

D.4.5 TransducerDown.m

See Section D.2.5.

D.5 Additive Contribution of Individual Myosepta

D.5.1 additive_myo.m

close all

percent_fat=1;

for n2=1:13;
for T=1:40;

%1%-25% fat by 2% increments
%1C-40C in 1-degree increments

%add_myo_zero;
%add_myo_one;
%add_myo_two;
%add_myo_three;
%add_myo_four;
%add_myo_five;
%add_myo_six;
%add_myo_seven;
add_myo_eight; %Call add_myo_eight.m
speeds(n2,T)=average_c; %Save speed at a single fat level
%and temperature
TransducerDown; %Call TransducerDown.m
end
percent_fat=percent_fat+2; %Increment percent_fat by 2%
end
figure
plot(1:length(allspeeds(1,:)),allspeeds(1,:),'-x',1:length
(allspeeds(5,:)),allspeeds(5,:),'-red',1:length(allspeeds(9,:)),
allspeeds(9,:),'-green',1:length(allspeeds(13,:)),
allspeeds(13,:),'-blackh')
xlabel('Transducer Position')
ylabel('Speed of Sound (m/s)')
title('Speed of Sound vs. Transducer Position (Myoseptum Number 8)')

D.5.2 add_myo_zero.m to add_myo_all.m

%--Input parameters----------
sample_thickness=20; %Sample thickness set
to 20mm
myosepta_thickness=1.8+.01*percent_fat; %Myosepta thickness adjusted
%for fat content

%--Sample Properties----------
Tw=20; %Initial temperature
set to 20C
cw=1402.39+5.03711*Tw-0.0580852*Tw^2+3.3342e-4*Tw^3
-1.478e-6*Tw^4+3.14643e-9*Tw^5;

cw=cw+35; %Velocity of water in
%white muscle at 20C
cp=1750; %Assumed velocity of
%protein in 20C
\[ \text{Velocity in fat at } 20\text{C} = \left( \frac{\text{vf}_\text{fat}}{1508 + (32 \times \log(\text{percent}_\text{collagen}))^2} \right) + \left( \frac{\text{vf}_\text{fat}}{\text{cf}^2} \right)^{1/2} \]

\[ \text{Velocity of myosepta at } 20\text{C} = \left( \frac{\text{vf}_\text{fat} \times 2}{1 - \text{vf}_\text{fat} - \text{vf}_\text{water}} \right) \left( \frac{\text{percent}_\text{collagen} = 82}{1 - \text{vf}_\text{myo}_\text{f} - \text{vf}_\text{myo}_\text{pro}} \right) \]

\[ \text{Velocity in white muscle at } 20\text{C} = \left( \frac{\text{vf}_\text{water}}{\text{cw}^2} \right) \left( \frac{\text{vf}_\text{protein}}{\text{cp}^2} \right)^{1/2} \]

\[ \text{Temperature adjustment} = 2.3 \times dT \]

\[ \text{Add TopHalf all.m} \]

\[ \text{Add BottomHalf all.m} \]
D.5.3 add_TopHalf_zero.m to all_TopHalf_all.m

See Section D.1.3.

Sections of the code not dealing with the velocity in the myosepta under examination were deleted, or commented out of the .m file.

D.5.4 add_BottomHalf_zero.m to add_BottomHalf_all.m

See Section D.1.4.

Sections of the code not dealing with the velocity in the myosepta under examination were deleted, or commented out of the .m file.

D.5.5 TransducerDown.m

See Section D.2.5.
D.6 Utility Functions

D.6.1 reverse.m

function y = reverse_me(x)
    l=length(x);
    for i=l:1
        y(i)=x(l+1-i);
    end

D.6.2 sind.m

function y=sind(x)
y=sin(x.*pi./180);

D.6.3 cosd.m

function y=cosd(x)
y=cos(x.*pi./180);

D.6.4 asind.m

function y=asind(x)
y=asin(x).*((180./pi));

D.6.5 acosd.m

function y=acosd(x)
y=acos(x).*((180./pi));
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